
A Critical Tantrism 

By Shinichi TsuDA 

I. General Remarks: The 'Critical' Character of Tantric Buddhism 

1. Buddhist Tantrism on the Ridge 

In trying to get a total image of the history of the Tantric thought of 
Buddhism in India, it is first necessary for us to observe the diametrically 
opposed characters of the Vairocanabhisarhbodhi-sutra (l) (* B ~) and the 
Tattvasarhgraha-tantra( 2 ) (3121ifl!IJJJL1~) i. e. the two greatest scriptures of the 
Shingon-sect (~ § 7.R) of Ja pan. These two scriptures include two opposite ideas 
or logics; one the Mahayanic idea of the accumulation of two kinds of merits, 
viz. moral and intellectual (Witf'.::JUJ:), or the logic of action and its result 
(karman *), the other the Tantric idea of the essential union of the individual 
existence with the ultimate reality, or the logic of yogic practice. 

I would like to depict the point of contact of these two scriptures meta
phorically as the sharp ridge of a mountain upon which one cannot find an 
inch of flat place upon which to balance onself. Ascending to the uppermost 
part of the slope of Mahayana Buddhism, that is, the first chapter of the 
Vairocanabhisarhbodhi-sutra, we find ourselves facing the dizzy precipice of 
Tantrism which starts from the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra at the opposite side of 
knife-edged ridge. 

The theoretical part of the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-sutra i. e. the first 
chapter, may well be regarded as the summit of Mahayana Buddhism due to 
its magnificent and harmonious image of the world, its deep insight into the 

( 1) Tibetan version: rNam par snan mdsad chen po mhon par rdsogs par byah chub pa 
rnam par sprul ba byin gyis rlob pa sin tu rgyas pa mdo sdef:ti dbah po rgyal po shes 
bya baf:ti chos kyi rnam grahs. Peking (The Tibetan Tripitaka, edit. by D. T. Suzuki, 
Tokyo-Kyoto, 1955-1961). No. 126, Vol. 5. Chinese version: :k.W.li:~W}Jjt~til$~1JIJ~~
Taisho, No. 848, Vol. 18. 

( 2) Sanskrit text: Sarvatathiigatatattvasamgraha-tantra. edit. by Kanjin Horiuchi, Journal 
of Koyasan University (Koyasan-Daigaku-Ronso, abbrev. ]KU), Vol. III, 1968, Mikkyo
Bunka, No. 90 (1969), No. 91 (1970), ]KU, Vol. VI, 1971, Mikkyo-Bunka, Nos. 97, 98 (1971), 
]KU, Vol. VIII, 1973, Mikkyo-Bunka, Nos. 103, 104 (1973) and Bon-Zo-Kan-Taishi5 Shoe
Kongochogyo-no-Kenkyu, Koyasan, 1974. Tibetan version: De bshin gsegs pa thams cad 
kyi de kho na fiid bsdus pa she bya ba theg pa chen pof:ti mdo. Peking. No. 112, Vol. 4. 
Chinese version: {~m--wti:1%1i]lffi:kWe:mffi-=.!vli::k~.=E~ (30 vols.). Taisho. No. 882 
(cf. Nos. 865, 866). -
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reality of human life and its noble, lofty ideal of life reassuringly advocated 
on the basis of this insight into the structure of the world and human nature. 

The theoretical framework of this sutra, however, did not necessiate any 
Tantric practices. There is a critical, unbridgeable gap between the Mahayanic 
theoretical part of this scripture i.e. the first chapter, namely, the chapter of 
the progressing stages of the human mind (f±,C,,~) and the practical Tantric 
part i. e. all the following chapters. 

At the time when Buddhism was declining at an accelerated pace, the 
religious ideal of the Vairocaniibhisarhbod'hi-sutra, which in its essential part 
rests on the plane of Mahayana Buddhism having as its goal the remote attain
ment of enlightenment through the accumulation of the two kinds of necessary 
merits over the unimaginably long period of the three great uncountable aeons 
(=::7CjlµJfttt~15h), had come to be regarded as too remote and too sluggish for 
the people of the time. Such people, being urged by vague but impending 
feeling of the crisis of their own civilization, were looking impatiently for a 
method and theory of quick attainment of enlightenment (13PJrnx:1~). In order 
to discover the logic of quick attainment of enlightenment, it was necessary 
for them to cross over to the slope of Tantrism by overcoming the Mahayanic 
aspect of the theoretical system of the Vairocanabhisarhbodhi-sutra. 

Conversely, in the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra, the rationalistic wall of Ma
hayana Buddhism having been overcome, "the truth of all the tathagatas", 
or the secret of the universe, was revealed to all people, and the method of 
quick attainment of enlightenment, as far as the Tantric mode of thinking 
goes, was presented to them in completeness. However, this was made possible 
only by destroying the Mahayanic framework of the theory and discarding 
the lofty ideal of the Vairocanabhisarhbodhi-sutra. 

On the slope of Tantrism, one is necessarily a solitary yogin confronting 
the ultimate reality by himself. For him the outer world or the existence of 
others is of no meaning. For him capabilities, ethical or religious efforts and 
even the friendliness and mercy toward others (~1J), the essential virtue of 
Mahayana Buddhism, are not necessary. 

Such logical extremism, however, causes a basic feeling of uncertainty 
as to the efficacy of the very logic of yoga in those who are still not free from 
the Mahayana Buddhistic consciousness., not allowing them to rest easily on 
the plane of Tantrism. 

We may safely say that the Vairocanabhisa,rhbodhi-sutra, essentially being 
Mahayanic, was not yet complete as a system of Tantrism, and that the Tattva
sarhgraha-tantra as a completed Tantric system ceased to be Mahayanic. 

ii. Kiikai, the Herald of the 'Critical' or Precarious Character of the 
Tantric Buddhism 

In the Japanese world of the Shingon sect (JUi*), it has been assumed 
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traditionally that these two systems, viz. the system of the Vairocanabhisarh
bodhi-sutra and that of the Tattvasa.rhgraha-tantra, together constituting the 
authentic esoteric Buddhism (Ml;{$~~) are not different in their ability to bring 
about enlightenment quickly, and that they bring people to one and the same 
truth. In reality, however, the Mahayanic logic of accumulating merits found 
in the Vairocan.abhisarhbodhi-sutra and the mystical, Upani~adic logic of yoga 
advocated in the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra are completley antithetical and can 
not be synthesized. In my opinion, the only figure who has noticed the 
'critical' or precarious character of Tantric Buddhism is Kukai (~®:), posthu
mously named Kobo-daishi (5.l~*W, the great master K6b6 774~835 A.D.), 
the founder of the Japanese sect of Shingon Buddhism (~ ~ *). 

In the concluding part of the Un-ji-gi (rncj:*~J, "The Meaning of the 
Character Hurh"), the last work of his life, Kukai states: 

"Moreover, I will explain the fact that this single character (H urh) 
includes all the truths (:f:t) expounded in all the scriptures and treatises. 
Whatsoever is expounded in the Mahavairocana-sutra and the Tattva
sarhgraha-tantra is nothing more than 'the three phrases' (=:kiJ); viz. '(of 
sarnajfiajfi,ana, viz. the omniscience ~-!;I)~~) the human mind seeking for 
enlightenment (bodhicitta ~11,t,) is the cause; the great compassion 
(mahakarur;,ii *@) (of Vairocana Tathagata) is the root; and (employ
ing) practical means (upaya jj-@.!) (to save all the living beings of the 
world) is the final aim (paryavasana ?!E:l:)'. 

If we summarize the diffusive to the concise, and the derivative to 
the original, all the doctrines can be brought back to these three phrases; 
and these three phrases can be condensed to the single character Hurh. 
Even if (these doctrines are) diffused, (they are) not confused; even if 
(they are) condensed, none of them is left behind. This is possible because 
of the unthinkable talent of the tathagatas and the natural efficacy of the 
truth itself. (Truths expounded) in tens of thousands of scriptures and 
treatises do not go beyond these three phrases". C3) 

As will be explained later, 'the three phrases' thoroughly represent the 
idea of the Vairocanabhisarhbodhi-sutra, but not that of the Tattvasarhgraha
tantra; and it goes without saying that Kukai was well aware of this fact. 
I am convinced that Kukai clearly noticing that the ridge composed by the 
two slopes of these 'two great scriptures' was too sharp for one to balance 
onself upon, kept himself consciously on the side of the Vairocanabhisarhbodhi
sutra. He must have intentionally mentioned both the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra 

( 3) ~OOYI1t-*3ffi~~~fng~?)rl1§3:J~. R*B*~&~lffn!JJJi~mOOW::f~Iltif~ml!l*~mt:&:15" 
~m~~z='PJ, ~~-g;1;~*frtt:2fs:, J=rn--w~~::f~Ilt='PJ, w:Jit=:'PJYm-~*· •fm 
::f OOL ~fm::f ?ffiJltJ=!U ~J:1*::f ,t~,~1Jf.t;~1JJJ~ZJ'ifr~ili, B-'f ~-fn/f3J'::f tBJlt=: kiJ-*· J u-kkan
jo (f +ig•JI). Koyasan University, 1959, p. 70. 
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and the Vairocan.abhisarhbodhi-sutra to remind us that the ideal of 'the three 
phrases' is to be retained by one who, keeping himself on the humane slope 
of Mahayana Buddhism, can command a view of the tempting, but dangerous 
slope of Tantrism yet to be synthesized with Mahayana Buddhism. I imagine, 
it must have been an unfinished dream of Kiikai to establish an ideal Tantric 
Buddhism precisely on the soaring ridge of the two greatest scriptures. by 
harmonizing the noble humanism of the Vairocan.abhisarhbodhi-sutra with the 
dazzlingly miraculous secret of the quick attainment of enlightenment advo
cated within the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra. 

iii. Tantrism Subsequent to the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra 

In the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra, the secret of the quick attainment of en
lightenment was actually revealed. There, the Mahayanic ideal of strenuous 
effort (IHr), the idea of the accumulation of the two kinds of merits (=:JUI: 
O)ff{~) over the long period of the three great uncountable aeons (:::::kJmJfftf.ft;1;JJ) 
proposed by the Vairocanabhisarhbodhi-sutra was surpassed, and the Tantric 
ideal of the quick attainment of enlightenment through the easy practice 
(£::fr) of yoga was declared on the basis of a clear methodical consciousness. 

The antithetical character of the two scriptures requires their followers 
to assume the two contrastive attitudes. A Mahayanic practiser of the Vairo~ 

canabhisarhbodhi-sutra is essentially a pilgrim who, following the example of 
SudhanasreHhidaraka (~Mjl-=f) of the Gar:i,<J,avyuha-sutra (~~mA~W.®), 
being urged by the compassion to others, courses in the world for the sake 
of realizing the lofty ideal of saving all living beings. Conversely, the practiser 
of the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra is a meditator who sits solitarily without taking 
any interest in others. 

This character of the two is reflected also in the contrastive forms of 
their mar:i,,d,alas. The mar;,<J,ala of the Vairocan,abhisarhbodhi-sutra can be 
represented in concentric circles, the centre of which is the brightest; each 
successive circle becoming darker. On the contrary, the mar:i,<J,,ala of the 
Tattvasa,rhgraha-tantra is a plain white circle, in clear contrast with the outer 
darkness, containing no difference of brightness within. 

After the Tantirc logic of yoga was proclaimed in the Tattvasarhgraha

tantra, followers of all systems of Tantric Buddhism should have become 
sitting meditators, the mar:i,<J,ala of those systems being of same type as that 
of the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra. As the universal formula of attaining enlighten
ment, together with an example and its mode of operation were presented 
in the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra, the practicers should have been able to attain 
enlightenment merely by applying the formula exactly as it was applied in 
the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra itself. Then, did they actually attain enlighten
ment? To this question, the general image of Tantric Buddhism of the stage 
subsequent to the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra offers a negative answer. 
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The formula itself found within the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra must have 
been right; but it left too many elements yet to be clarified when one trys to 
apply it practically. In the time of tantras subsequent to the Tattvasarhgraha
tantra, such as the Guhyasamaja-tantraC4) and the Sarvabud'd'hasamayoga
cJ,,akinimii,y,asarhvara-tantra, C5) many attempts were made unsuccessfully to 
solve problems by applying the formula. The formula was presented in the 
last step of the so-called five-stepped process of attaining enlightenment 
(pancakar:abhisarhbodhi-krama nf§fflt~I!) as follows: 

or, 

"Yatha sarvatathagatas tathaharh"C 6 ) 

(As all the tathagatas are, so am I.) 

This was interpreted by the tantrists of the time as follows: 
'If the individual existence and the ultimate reality are homologous, they 
are identical.' 

'If the individual existence successfully reorganizes itself to be homologous 
with the ultimate reality, the former can unite itself with the latter.' 

According to this interpretation, some tried to pick up the elements 
common to both the individual existence and the ultimate reality, from the 
multiform structures of both, so as to reconstruct the structure of the former 
homologous with that of the latter. Others. combined the homogeneity of 
the two as a new condition which was hoped to increase the certainty of the 
efficacy of the formula. These efforts, however, drove them ironically into a 
pitfall i. e. the idea of the so-called Sahaja-yana (~§:.*) which claims that we 
are by birth (sahaja ~§:.) enlightened. Here, they no longer needed Tantric 
practice to reconstruct themselves in a form homologous with the ultimate 
reality, since they were already endowed with the structural similarity, and 
consequently were already in unity with it. 

As far as the Tantric logic of yoga is concerned, it is difficult to reject 
this idea of sahaja, and at the same time, it is also undeniable that the Tantric 
mentality of sahaja is nothing other than the state which undermines Tantrism 
itself. Thus, in the system of sahaja, the Tantric logic of the quick attainment 
of enlightenment resulted in denying the Tantric practice of attaining en
lightenment. 

The lack of religious substantiality within this system of sahaja caused 
( 4) Sanskrit text: Guhyasamaja Tantra or Tathagataguhyaka. GOS No. LIII. by Benoytosh 

Bhattacharyya, Baroda, 1931; by S. Bagchi, Buddhist Sanskrit Texts No. 9. Darbhanga, 
1965; The Guhyasamaja-tantra: A New Critical Edition, Yiikei Matsunaga, ]KU Vol. X. 
Tibetan version: De bshin gsegs pa thams cad kyi sku gsun thugs kyi gsan chen gsan 
ba lj,dus pa shes bya ba brtag palj,i rgyal po chen po. Peking. No. 81, Vol. 3. 

( 5 ) Tibetan version: dPal sans rgyas thams cad dan mfiam par sbyor ba mkhalj, lJ,gro ma 
sgyu ma bde balJ,i mchog ces bya balj,i rgyud bla ma. Peking. No. 8, Vol. 1. 

( 6) Horiuchi's text 28, ]KU, Vol. III, p. 43. 
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anxiety in its. believers. The anxiety was not overcome before they established 

a revolutionarily new religion, that is, the religion of the Hev-ajra-tantra( 7> 

on the basis of the seemingly abominable, heretical cult of cemetery (smasiina 

P*)· 

iv. The Cult of Cemetery 

What I call 'the cult of cemetery' is a diabolical cult of Bhairava, a 

demonic form of the Great God Siva, and his consort which was prevalent 

among the lowest strata of the rural, matriarchal community of the time. It 

is thought to have been a cult usually performed in a cemetery (smasiina) 

by secret societies of lower class. women of rural communities who were re

garded as or called themselves yoginis or cfiikinis. 

These women assembled in a circle (yogini-cakra or qiikini-jiila) within 

a cemetery (smasana) at midnight on a certain day of the month and cele

brated orgies drinking liquor and eating meat. They sacrificed in orgies, even 

human sacrifice on occasion, to Bhairava for the sake of attaining magical 

power. They assumed the role of the consort of Bhairava i. e. Durga, who 

is referred to by other names such as Kali, Camui:ic;la, Kalaratri, Syama and 

so on as the occasion demands, and practised sexual yogic practices surround

ing the male object of the practice (yogin or (/,aka) i. e. the hero (vira), who 

assumed the role of the lord Bhairava, both experiencing unusual, supreme 

pleasures. 
These women were regarded with great aversion and horror by outsiders 

because of the abominable aspect of their cult based on all the hideous and 

repulsive elements of the cemetery. At the same time, however, they were 

awed and revered because of their marvelous attainment of magical power 

(siddhi ~:11!?.) and their unusual ecstacy which could only be realized in an 

exclusive society. 

In the course of time, their sexual yogic practices were systematized to 

present a general idea of the physical structure of three veins (niiq,i) and six 

nerve centres (cakra) within the body, and accordingly, the certainty and uni

versality of the sexual pleasure which was realized through these practices 

was increased. It was at this stage that a group of Tantric Buddhists, noticing 

the mental and physiological certainty of the effect of the sexual yogic practices 

of these yoginis, adopted this cult of cemetery so as to utilize the concrete 

basis of the cult in order to attain a solid answer to the anxiety caused by 

the formula of the quick attainment of enlightenment presented in the Tattva

sarhgraha-tantra. 
At that time, the male objects (yogin) of the sexual practices of these 

( 7) Sanskrit text: The Hevajra Tantra. A Critical Study. Part II, Sanskrit and Tibetan 

Texts. By D. L. Snellgrove, Oxford, 1959. Tibetan version: Kyd:,,i rdo rje shes bya ba 

rgyud kyi rgyal po. Peking. No. 10, Vol. 1. 
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women, who were fundamentally non-clerical and territorial, were the some
what more professional and migratory practicers of yoga, affiliated with the 
lower sects of Saivism such as Kapalikas or Kalamukhas. 

The Buddhist immigrants to the cult of cemetery tried to take the place 
of these Saivaite yogins leaving the basic structure of the cult, that is, the 
group of yoginis (yogini-cakra) untouched. Preserving almost all the elements 
of Bhairava, the god of smasiina, adding only trivial elements, they created 
a new, demonic God Heruka, alias Hevajra, who stands trampling his own 
father Bhairava under foot assuming almost an identical form. 

v. The Hevajra-tantra, Buddhism of the Cemetery 

Originally, eight yoginis formed a group and practised sexual yoga in 
rotation surrounding a male object (yogin). This phenomenon is. alluded to 
by the word saiiciira (translocation). <8> To this original group of eight yoginis, 
Buddhist immigrants introduced, with a clear methodological consciousness, 
the group of five yoginis to form a new living ma1J,d,ala. In the ma1J,{},ala of 
the Hevajra-tantra, the original group of eight yoginis was pushed away to 
the outer circle (biihyaputa ?'}~) of the ma1J,.<i,ala and excluded from the sexual 
yoga with the Lord Hevajra. <9> 

In the Hevajra-tantra, the five yoginis who compose the newly introduced 
group are regarded as nothing other than the five families of tathiigatas which 
composed the Vajradhiitu-ma1J,d,ala (the ma1J,d,ala of the adamantine sphere 
4:Wi!IJW~~M), the ultimate reality of the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra. Here, the 
wild lower caste women of the time, who used to assemble in a cemetery at 
midnight and indulge themselves in witchcraft and sexual practices in the 

( 8) For the phenomenon of saficara, see Shinichi Tsuda, 'Safictira', Transposition of Yogin'is, 
JIBS. Vol. XXI, No. l, 1972, p. 377 f.; S. Tsuda, Lama Yogin'i and her Transposition in 
the Sarhvara-marpj,ala, JIBS. Vol. XXIII, No. 2, 1975, p. 992 f. 

( 9) We find an example which looks, at first sight, contradictory to this in the apabhrarhsa 
verses of the Hevajra-tantra (II. v. 20,_.23.) providing an evidence for the phenomenon 
of saficara, the transposition of yogin'is. In these four verses, four yoginis, viz. Pukkasi, 
Savari, Cal).<;1.ali and ])ombi, who are located on the outer circle, alternately ask the Lord, 
who has 'melted' (drutabhuta) in the sexual union with his consort Nairatmya, to stand 
up again and practice sexual yoga also with them. This is, however, to be taken as an 
exceptional example reflecting the influence of the original practice of the group of 
eight yoginis. To this passage, Snellgrove gives following translation: 

(20) "Arise, 0 Lord, thou whose mind is compassion, and save me, Pukkasi. 
Embrace me in the union of great bliss, and abandon the condition of voidness." 

(20) "Without you I die. Arise, 0 Hevajra. Leave this condition of voidness, 
and prosper the doings of Savari." 

(22) "O Lord of Bliss, who speak your words of power for the benefit of the 
world, why do you remain in the void? I Cai;u;lali entreat you, for without you I 
cannot consume the four quarters." 

(23) "O Wonder-worker, arise, for I know your thought. I, J;)ombi, am weak 
in mind. Do not interrupt your compassion." Snellgrove, ibid. Part I, p. 110 f. 
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orgie, were reorganized to form a new matrix in which the quick attainment 

of enlightenment was expected to be realized. Thus, the universal formula 

which had been advocated ideally in the Tattv'asarhgraha-tantra was tentatively 

realized through sexual.practice with the yoginis who actually existed at the 

time. 

v1. The 'Critical' or Precarious Character of Sarhvara Tantrism 

According to the Tan tric way of thinking, the formula of the quick 

attainment of enlightenment was thus brought into practice successfully by 

incorporating the practical cogency of the cult of smasana. The ultimate truth 

should have been realized through the sexual yoga practised in the group of 

yoginzs (yogini-cakra); there should have been nothing left to be done. Never

theless, they dared go beyond it. 

These Tantrists of sma.siina were still at least half Buddhist; and this 

self-consciousness of Mahayanic Buddhists prevented them from staying ex

clusively on the slope of Tantrism. To the truth practically realized, they 

added, according to their own original system of consecration (abhi~ 1eka fl]j{), 

a fourth consecration (caturthabhi~eka) of the Hevajra-tantra, an aphorismic 

truth which would seem unnecessary from the Tantric view of the truth. 

Consequently, they were in need of substantiating this aphorismic truth. How

ever, the Tantric method was not applicable to this purpose. At this time, 

they reached a stage in which they had to judge the truth or falsehood of 

the Tantric logic of yoga itself on a basis other than that of Tantric practice. 

They had no choice but to have recourse to the difficult practice (lHr) 
to substantiate the logic of the easy attainment of the ultimate truth (£fr). 

Actually, they tried to substantiate the logic of meditation by the antithetical 

practice of pilgimage in the stage of the Sarhvarodaya-tantra <10 ) subsequent 

to the Hevajra-tantra. 

During the short lapse of time between the Hevajra-tantra and the 

Sarhvarodaya-tantra, the earliest of the Sarhvara literature, the system of twenty

four pithas of ten classes was very quickly organized. The followers of the 

Sarhvara Tantrism actually pilgrimaged, at least in its early stage, to these 

p-zthas located in various parts of the Indian subcontinent with the conscious

ness that they were advancing along the genuinely Mahayanic process of the 

ten stages of the bodhisattva (dasabhilmi 1%i3i+:1:-li!) successively. 

However, this system of external pithas (biihyapitha) was immediately 

reorganized through the Tantric logic of symbolization as an internal, physical 

(10) Sanskrit text: The Samvarodaya-tantra Selected Chapters, by Shinichi Tsuda, Tokyo, 

1974. For chapter 29, S. Tsuda, "Tattvanirdesa-patala" of the Samvarodayatantra: 

Sanskrit Text and Japanese Translation, Bukkyo-Gaku, Vol. 1, 1976. Tibetan version: 

dPal bde mchog "!J,byun ba shes bya ba"f:,,i rgyud kyi rgyal po chen po. Peking. No. 20, 

Vol. 2. 
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system (adhyiitmapitha) homologous with the system of external pi{has. 
Consequently, the internal system replaced the actual, difficult practice of 
making a pilgrimage and allowed practicers to attain the goal easily and 
quickly through a physical yogic practice. 

From the point of view of the forms of ma1J,,(/,alas, the ma1J,(/,ala of the 
Hevajra-tantra, in its essential part, that is, the inner circle consisting of 
five yoginis closely follows the form of the mar;,(/,ala of the Tattv,asarhgraha
tantra; that is the plain white circle containing no differences of brightness 
within. This type of ma?J,(/,ala indicates the religion of sitting meditators 
(yogin), and in fact, the follower of the Hevajra-tantra was fundamentally a 
meditator. However, as it had become obvious that the logic of yoga, or the 
logic of the religion of the meditators, could only be proved by the antithetical 
practice of pilgrimage, the sitting meditator of the Hevajra-tantra rose to his 
feet and went on a pilgrimage. Subsequently, the follower of the Sarhvarodaya
tantra came to be an alternating practicer of both pilgrimage and meditation. 
This fact is reflected in the form of the complete Sarhvara-mar;,c!,ala of sixty
two deities, which is composed of two concentric parts: the inner circle of a 
meditator practising yoga with five <J,akinis in rotation (saficara) and the 
outer twenty-four pilgrims coupled with their female partners. 

The Sarhvara-mar;,(/,ala of this form looks very similar to the mar;,q,ala of 
the Vairocanabhisarhbodhi-sfitra which is also composed of two parts: the 
central circle of complete brightness, the sphere of those who have already 
attained the ideal, and the outer circle of those who are in the process of 
attaining the ideal incleasing in brightness from the outer layers to the inner 
layers. In view of this then, were the two antithetical elements of Tantric 
Buddhism, viz. the Mahayanic idea of accumulating merits through difficult 
practices, and the Tantric logic of quickly uniting the individual with the 
ultimate reality through the easy practice of yoga, or the religion of walking 
pilgrims and the religion of sitting meditators, harmonized in the S'arhvara 
Tantrism? To this question, we are not able to give an affirmative answer. 

It was not until the theory of the internal pithas (adhyatmapitha) was 
completed in the Vajra(/,iika-tantra that the twenty-four couples of q,akas and 
dakinzs were introduced to the mar;,(/,ala of the Sarhvarodaya-tantra. Until 
this point, the mar;,(/,ala of the SarhV'arodaya-tantra, being very similar to the 
mar:uJ,ala of the Hevajra-tantra, had not been able to reflect the pilgrimage 
aspect of its cult, which was later to be manifested in the outer circle of the 
Sarhvara-mar;,,ef,ala of sixty-two deities. In the Vajra<J,aka-tantra, each of twenty
four (/,akinis, who are at the same time nothing other than veins (na(j,i) rest 
on each of twenty-four pi{has, the twenty-four parts composing a human body, 
are respectively coupled with their male partners. These twenty-four couples 
are then classified into three groups located in the sky, on the earth and 
under the earth, viz. the circle of mind (citta-cakra), the circle of speech 
(vak-cakra) and the circle of body (kaya-cakra). These three totally constitute 
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the substance of the ultimate reality. 

Since the outer circle of the Sarhvara-ma?J,i!,ala is the result of the Tantric 

idea of the theory of the internal p:zthas and is equipped with all the necessary 

conditions to guarantee the homology of the individual existence with the 

ultimate reality, it is sufficient unto itself as a basis of Tantric practice and 

allows one attain the ultimate truth easily and quickly just as the inner circle 

had done through an alternative method. Therefore, in spite of the fact that 

the Sarhvara-ma?J,i!,ala looks harmonious in its form, it involves an internal 

discrepancy between its inner and outer circles both of which can work in

dependently of each other. 
This internal discrepancy of the Sarhvara-11ia1J,i!,ala indicates the 'critical' 

or precarious character of Tantric Buddhism paradoxically exposed in the 

Sarhvara Tantrism. The Sarhvara Tantrism became precarious when it replaced 

improperly or too hastily the Mahayanic practice of going on pilgrim to 

external pithas (bahyapitha) with the yogic practice of internal pithas 

(adhyatmapitha). Both of the two antithetical elements of Tantric Buddhism, 

viz. Mahayanic idea of accumulating merits and Tantric logic of yoga were 

indispensable for the dialectical development of Tantric Buddhism itself. 

Tantric Buddhism was destined to keep walking along the sharp ridge com

posed of these two elements being urged by a sense of crisis. Replacing the 

Mahayanic practice of pilgrimage, which together with the Tantric practice 

of sexual yoga with the group of five i!,.akinis represented by the inner circle 

of the Sarhvara-ma?J,i!,ala, constitutes the Sarhvara Tantrism itself with another 

Tantric practice of internal pithas, the Sarhvara Tantrism lost its own re

ligious vitality caused by the consciousness of the 'crisis'. 

In the following chapters of this article, I would like to substantiate 

the 'critical' or precarious character of Tantric Buddhism I have thus sketched 

out so as to have my image of Tantric Buddhism as 'critical' or precarious 

critically examined. 

II. The World View of the Vairocanabhisainhodhi-sutra 

i. The Image of the World of Variocana 

An image of the world of the tathagata Vairocana (.l~Mif3lif:g1J[), ::k S tm*) 
in the Vairocanabhisarhbodhi-sutra can be constructed from the scene of the 

mystical drama at the introductory section of the first chapter of the sutra. 

The Tibetan version of the sutra states: 

"Thus have I heard at one time. The Reverend Lord (Vairocana) 

dwelt together with vajradharas (holders of adamantine wisdom, ~~lirllU) 

to be counted by the number of dusts of ten buddha-countries, such as 
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'Sky-spotless' vajradhara (wg;g_~tr§~9z:imJU), 'Walking,in-the-sky' vajrad'hara 
(wg;g_~~~9z:iififrJ), 'Appearing-from-the-sky' vajradhara., (bfi2g;g_~t{\9z:iififrJ), .•• 
and Vajrapa1J,i, the chief of gulujakas (l~~:±.9z:lififrJ=¥-), in the vast, huge 
palace of the grand admantine sphere of the reality (*9z:lifif!J~:W-B') resided 
in by (all the) tathagatas. This grand palace named 'King-jewel' had be
come visible as it had been imagined by tathagatas as having neither a 
centre nor a boundary, and immense height, and being decorated very 
beautifully with king-jewels. He dwelt sitting on the lion-throne though 
he was assuming the appearance of a bodhisattva. 

He, being surrounded and faced by the people straining after en
lightenment (bodhisattva 1%M), the great people (mahasattva -fp]"jli), 
such as Samantabhadra (tt~), Maitreya (5ffliWJ), Mafijusri (X~§ffifU), 
Sarvanivarar:iavi~kambhin (~~-WJM~) etc., preached the truth of the 
teaching called 'the phrase of the sameness of body, speech and mind' 
after blessing (those people) as the 'sun-like tathagata'. 

Accordingly, those bodhisattvas such as Samantabhadra etc. and 
vajradharas headed by Vajrapai:ii entered into the storehouse of inex
haustible ornaments of the sameness of the body (-!FP:~1[1:~~JffMiil) 
which was displayed to them though the blessing of the Lord Vairocana. 
They entered also into the storehouse of inexhaustible ornaments of the 
sameness of the speech and the sameness of the mind. They did not, 
however, imagine that they had entered into the body, the speech and 
the mind of the Lord Vairocana, nor did they imagine that they had 
come out of them. 

They saw that all the bodily activities, all the oral activities and all 
the mental activities of the Lord Vairocana were preaching teachings 
broadly in all the spheres of 1iving beings in all the places of the world 
by means of the words of the way of the secret mantras (~]~~iiHI). They 
saw people having the same appearance as the vajrad'haras and bodhi-
sattvas such as Samantabhadra, Padmapai:ii (~~=¥-) etc., that is to say, 
the people who were preaching by means of the words of the way of 
the secret mantras, by means of completely purified words in ten direc
tions, so as to have beings, who were in their (present) lives totally as 
a result of former deeds, live through the whole process of their lives, 
starting from the first birth of the (bodhi-) mind and lasting until the 
tenth stage (or bodhisattvas), and fulfil (their lives) by attaining this 
(tenth stage). They were preaching so as to have the lives of beings, 
whose lives. of deeds (~ii) had been interrupted, bud out again."(ll) 

(11) l;i.di skad bdag gis thos pa dus gcig na / bcom ldan l;tdas de bshin gsegs pa thams cad 
byin gyis rlob pa / rdo rje chen po rgya che ba / chos kyi dbyins kyi pho bran / rdo 
rje ];i.dsin thams cad l;i.du ba / de bshin gsegs pal;i.i mos pas rnam par rol pa / mthal;i. 
dan dbus med ciri rtse mo mtho ba / rin po chel;i.i rgyal pos sin tu legs par brgyan 
pa l;i.byun bal;i.i khari bzan chen po rin po chel;i.i rgyal pol;ti nan na // byan chub sems 
dpa];i.i lus kyi seri gel;ti khri la bshugs te / l;tdi lta ste / rdo rje l;i.dsin nam mkhal;t 
dri ma med pa dan / nam mkhal;t la rnam par l;i.gro ba dan / nam mkhal;i. l~byun ba 
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They, the vajrad'haras and bod'hisattvas, entered into the ma1J,<J,ala, the 

world of the ultimate reality~ and saw the ma1J,iJ,ala itself. Vajrapal).i expresses 

this state of being as follows: 

"Tathiigatas, arhats, samyaksarhbuddhas, having attained the omniscience 

(sarvajfiajfiana ~-:WJ~~), display this omniscience •perfectly to all the 
living beings."(12) 

This remark shows the fact that, the ma1J,,<f,ala is nothing but omniscience 

(sarvajfiajfiiina, literally, the knowledge of the omniscient), the totality of all 

the spiritual existences extending all over the world. 

ii. Various Aspects of the World of Vairocana 

It is convenient to represent the ma1J,r},ala of the Vairocanabhisarhbodhi

sutra as a figure with a large circle which represents the entire ma1J,,dala with 

a small circle in the centre of it. The former indicates theistically the buddha 

as the ultimate reality (dharmakiiya ~~' literally, the body of truth), and 

the latter the buddha enjoying the fruit of all the meritorious deeds he has 

accumulated (sarhbhogakiiya ¥~~' the body of enjoyment). 
The first thing we notice in this long quotation from the introductory 

section of the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-sutra is that, the whole· ma1J,<f,ala and 

dari / . . . . . . gsari ba pal.ii · bdag po phyag na rdo rje dari / de dag la sogs te / saris 

rgyas kyi shin bcu]:ii rdul phra rab kyi rdul sfied kyi rdo rje ]:idsin rnams dari thabs 

gcig tu bshugs so // byari chub sems dpa]:i chen po kun tu bzari po dari / byams pa 

dari / ]:ijam dpal dari / sgrib pa thams cad rnam par sel ba la sogs pa dag gis kyari 

bskor ciri mdun gyis bltas pa la ])di lta ste / de bshin gsegs pal.ii fii ma dus gsum 

las ,J:idas par byin gyis brlabs nas / sku dari gsuri dari thugs mfiam pa fiid kyi gshi shes 

bya ba]:ii chos kyi sgo]:ii chos ston to // de nas byari chub sems dpa:l_i kun tu bzari po 

la sogs pa de dag dan / gsari ba pa:l_ii bdag po la sogs pa rdo rje :l_idsin de dag bcom 

ldan :l_idas rnam par snari mdsad kyi byin gyis brlabs kyis / sku mfiam pa fiid 

bkod pa mi zad pa:l_ii mdsod rnam par bsgyins pa la shugs so // de bshin du sguri dan 

thugs miiam pa ft.id bkod pa mi zad pa]:ii mdsod rnam par bsgyiris pa la shugs te / 

]).on kyari bcom ldan :l_idas rnam par snan mdsad kyi sku ]).am gsmi Ii.am thugs la ni 

]).jug pa ))am ldog pa mi dmigs so // thams cad du yan bcom ldan ])das rnam par 

snari mdsad kyi sku]:ii · phrin las thams cad dari / gsuri gi phrin las thams cad dari / 

thugs kyi phrin las thams cad sems can gyi khams thams cad la kun tu gsan snags 

kyi tshul gyi tshig ))di <lag gis chos ston par mthon ba ni ]).di lta ste / sems can las 

kyi tshe rnam par bskyed pa rnams sems dari po bskyed pa nas bzuri ste / sa bcu 

pa:l_ii bar la gnas pa ]).di fiid la yoris su rdsogs par bya ba dan / las kyi tshe bkag pa 

rnams kyari srid pa:l_ii myu gu mnon par ]).grub par bya ba:l_ii phyir rdo rje :l_idsin pa:l_ii 

lus dari l:idra ba dari / byari chub sems dpa:l_i kun tu bzari po dan / phyag na pad 

ma:l_ii lus }:idra ba phyogs bcu na gsari snags kyi tshul gyi tshig rnam par dag pa]:ii tshig 

<lag gis chos ston pa dag kyari mthori rio // Peking. Vol. 5, 240-3-3,.....,5-1. 

(12) ji ltar de bshin gsegs pa dgra bcom pa yari dag par rdsogs pa:l_ii saris rgyas rnams 

kyis thams cad mkhyen pa:l_ii ye ses brfies nas / thams cad mkhyen pa:l_ii ye ses de sems 

can rnams la rnam par phye ste / Peking. Vol. 5, 240-5-5. 
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its centre are indicated with one and the same word "Vairocana". Here, we 
notice a tendency, if unconscious, common in every system of ma?J,ef,ala, to 
represent the whole marpJ,ala and its centre as the same. This state of affairs 
must have been taken as a condition of enlightenment. 

In the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-sutra, this identity of the entirety and its 
centre occures only when one successfully arrives at the centre of the mar;4ala 
after fulfilling all the necessary stages of the process of attaining enlightenment 
over the long period of 'the three great uncountable aeons' (:::*~ffrt~tW). 
In the Hevajra-tantra, this condition of sameness is retained though in a 
reversed manner. In the case of the Hevajra-tantra, the whole mar,iq,ala is 
occupied hy one and only deity Hevajra. Therefore, if one homologously 
imitates Hevajra through the sexual yoga with the group of five yoginis (yogini
cakra), representing the substance of the mar,icJ,ala, he can become identical 
with the whole mar,iq,ala and can attain enlightenment in one moment. 

Secondly, within this quotation, we notice the image of the double-layered 
world. Using the constituent words of the full title of the Vairocaniibhisarh
bodhi-sutra) viz. Mahavairocaniibhisarhbodhivikurvitiidhilthiinavaipulyasutra
indrariifii niima dharmaparyiiya (*~li~;JJ~,glt~ffi$m1J1:tfif~), the structure of the. 
world is expressed as follows: 

The world is composed of two strata: the world of natural existences 
(A) and the world of vikurvar,ia (ffi$m) (A') placed upon these natural ex
istences (adhiltiina ;/Jllfif). Vikurvar,ia (w$m), the miraculous transformation 
of all merits thus accumulated occurs at the critical moment of the abhisarh
bodhi (:!l~i't) of Vairocana. A and A' meet within every individual existence 
which in itself constitutes the entire world in its capacity as a particle of it. 

There, bodhisattvas such as Samantabhadra etc. (A) saw "the people of 
the same appearances" as Samantabhadra etc. (A') acting for the benefit of 
the living being in the world. Each individual is called an "ornament" Oi±M) 
as long as A and A' are indivisibly united within him. Those great people 
such as Samantabhadra etc. well understand this state of being. This is indi
cated by the expression "they did not imagine that they had entered into the 
body, the speech and the mind of the Lord Vairocana, nor did they imagine 
that they had come out of them". 

The world of Vairocana is composed of two currents :flowing in opposite 
directions: one from the circumference to the centre and the other from the 
centre to the circumference. The former is the .direction of wisdom (~11) 
which realizes itself through the voluntary, subjective efforts of individuals 
to promote themselves toward the centre of the world, viz. enlightenment 
(abhisarhbodhi :!l~fl;). Our minds are to be improved through our own 
efforts of incessantly negating and overcoming each of the successive stages 
of our mind through the observation of essencelessness (sunyatii ~'[i). This 
is the direction of self benefit ( El 5fU, sviirtha or svahita) of improving the: 
wisdom of enlightenment (prajfiii ~ii-), · which is the universal matrix of the 
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ultimate reality and is at the same time innate within us. 

The latter is the direction of the universal compassion (~M-) emanating 

from the centre of the world. This universal compassion is reflected within 

our individual minds and is realized by our personal exertions (upaya JJ~) 
for the benefit of others (fUfm, parartha or parahita). 

The current from the circumference to the centre is. nothing but the 

stratum A and the current opposite to this is the stratum A' abovementioned. 

Prajiia (~tf), the wisdom for self benefit ( § fU), and upaya (JJ ~), the actual 

exertion for the benefit of others (fUfm) through compassion (~PJ) meet within 

each of us who make up the world of Vairocana. In other words, we can 

become the component parts of the world of Vairocana only on the condition 

that these two elements i. e. prajiia and up1aya are indivisibly united in our 

individual existence to form our minds directing toward enlightenment 

(bodhicitta =iHIUJ,). Here is presented the most fundamental axiom: 

'prajiia plus upiiya is bodhicitta'. 

This was the essential axiom through the course of the development of 

Tantric ideas. Tantric Buddhists interpreted literally the metaphor prevalent 

in Mahayana Buddhism, which compares prajfiii to the mother and upaya 

to the father of a buddha. They represented the innate bodhicitta with the 

mixture of menstrual fluid and semen which is originated through the sexual 

union of the mother (prajiiii) and the father (upaya). 

They should have been able to attain enlightenment easily and quickly 

only by making the symbolized bodhicitta (the mixture of menstrual fluid 

and semen) ascend through the spinal vein (nadi) of their bodies i. e. Avadhuti 

to the topmost nerve centre (cakra) thought to be situated on the uppermost 

part of the head. So far as the Tantric logic is concerned, because that which 

is to be symbolized and the symbol itself are one and the same, when the 

symbolized bodhicitta attains to the topmost cakra of great pleasure (Maha

sukha-cakra), having been promoted through the symbolized process of attain

ing enlightenment, that is, the vein Av·adhuti, enlightenment should be 

realized thereupon. 

Here, we notice the critical turn which divides Tantrism from Mahayana 

Buddhism. At the moment when they replaced up 1aya (JJ~), direct exertions 

based on compassion (~1J), with another symbol such as semen, they passed 

over the ridge to the slope of Tantrism. For a follower of the Vairocaniibhi

sarhbodhi~sittra, it was, inconceivable at all to symbolize upiiya, manipulate it 

through physical or sexual yogic practice and consequently dissolve the basic 

principle· of Mahayana Buddhism. 

Thirdly, in this long quotation from the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-sutra, we 

find the Mahayanic ideal of life, which is. completely antithetical to the Tantric 

ideal of the quick attainment of enlightenment. The Mahayanic ideal regards 
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human life as the entire process of the current flowing from the circumference 
to the centre of the world of Vairocana. The image of a human being in the 
Vairocanabhisarhbodhi-sutra is that of a pilgrim who continues walking this 
nearly endless course of life steadily und untiringly. 

In Mahayana Buddhism, in order to fulfil the entire process of attaining 
enlightenment, the unimaginably long period of the three great uncountable 
aeons (=::k!mlftrt~t/J) is thought to be needed. On the other hand, Tantrism 
advocated a revolutionally new ideal of attaining enlightenment quickly on 
the basis of the logic of yoga. In the Vairocanabhisarhbodhi-sutra, however, 
which has been taken as one of the two Fundamental scriptures, of Tantric 
Buddhism, the ideal of quick attainment. of enlightenment is denied for the 
very reason that the structure of the world and human existence require a 
gradual process of attainment. 

In the latter portion of the first chapter, the chapter of the progressing 
stages of mind (ff:1L\®) of the Chinese translation of the text, a section called 
the process of promoting the grades of mind (,b®ili\!HHkffi) describes the. state 
of mind which has already been completely purified through the effort over 
the unimaginably long period as follows: 

"Within the bodhisattvas who practise the practice of bodhisattvas 
through the way of secret mantras (~lPi~;Jlt§®:) and who have already 
accumulated infinite materials of both meritorious deeds (ilfi1l) and 
knowledge (ifil) for an unimaginably long period of hundreds of thou
sands of millions of innumerable aeons, occurs. the completely characterless 
mind (;fiffi El '[~'L'), which is accompanied by infinite wisdom (prajfiii) and 
means (up,aya). . . . . . . 0 the chief of guhyakas, this is nothing but the 
mind of enlightenment of the first stage (of bodhisattvas) (Wt-t!f'g'.~,L')". 

Here, it is clearly advocated that, in order to reach to the inner circle of 
the ma?J,,e/,ala of the Vairocan,abhisarhbodhi-sutra, along with the improvement 
of wisdom, the accumulation of the material of meritorious deeds (pu?J,ya
sarhbhara ifrl1gff;fit) is indispensable. Pu?J,yasambhara is the result of all the 
direct exertions for the benefit of others performed because of compassion 
(~fl). These exertions are impressed and stored in one's mind, just like a 
kind of energy, constituting the necessary materials for the attainment of en
lightenment. As long as one needs this pu?J,yasarhbhara, which is produced 
through one's actions (karman ~) for the benefit of others, he can not jump 
over the stages of the improvement of mind as is done in Tantrism. 

The word "lives of deeds" (~;;) refers to the chain of action (karman ~) 

(13) gshan yan byan chub sems dpa]:i gsail snags kyi sgo nas byan chub sems dpalJ_i . spyad 
pa spyod pa / bskal pa bye ba khrig brgya ston dpag tu med pa bsags pa rnams la 
ses rab dail thabs dpag tu med pas yons su bzun ba / . . . . . . sin tu no bo ft.id med 
pal;ti sems skye ste / gsaii ba pal;ti bdag po / ]:idi ni byan chub kyi sems dail po shes 
rgyal ba rnams kyis gsuiis so // Peking. Vol. 5, 243-2-3,..._.,7. 
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formerly done and its fruit, that is, afflictive existence (ii) m the world. 

In Hinayana Buddhism, bringing oneself to the absolute nothingness of 

nirviir,za (r!F!~) through abstaining from action, thus severing the chain of 

action and its results which have been in existence since the beginningless 
past was the ideal. In Tantrism, however, action and its results have ceased 

to be the issue. For a Tantrist, who is essentially a solitary yogin sitting in 

meditation directly facing the ultimate reality by himself, the existence of 
.others is. of no meaning. For him, no compassion toward others and no 

•exertions for the benefit of others based of compassion are necessary. 

On the other hand, in the Vairocaniibhisarhbod'hi-sutra quoted at the 
beginnig of this chapter, it is clearly stated that the ideal is, not to sever the 

chain of action and its results, but to complete the chain itself. It naturally 

follows that everyone is responsible for the continued existence of the world 
of Vairocana. The compassion of Vairocana works so as to have each one of 

them live their lives completely through the entire process which seems prac
tically -endless. Correspondingly, each person has as the duty of his life to 

live so as to have Vairocana continue to exist. The world of reality, the 

omniscience (sarvajfiajfiiina (--Wtftf), or Vairocana as the ultimate reality 

(d'harmakiiya f.k~) continues to exist for its own sake, simply because its 
existence itself is good. 

iii. Conditions for the Existence of the World of Vairocana 

As is natural to a Mahayanic way of thinking, this world of Vairocana is 

thought to exist not as an objective, solid substance, but as an essenceless 

(sunya ~), conditional existence (~1::). It exists as long as certain necessary 
conditions are complete. 

Vajrapa:r:ii, who has seen the world of Vairocana and recognized it to be 

the self-development of the universal wisdom (sarvajfiajfiiina --W~W) (see 
p. 178), compares. it to the five gross elements, viz. ether, earth, fire, wind and 

water (paficamahiibhuta :5...7(). Subsequently, he asks the Reverend Lord 

Vairocana the conditions. which keep the universal wisdom, which is nothing 
other than the world of Vairocana, existent: 

" ...... 0 Reverend Lord, metaphorically speaking, the element of wat~r 
makes the bodies of all living beings comfortable. Likewise, the wisdom 

of the omniscient (sarvajfiajfiiina --Wtftf) makes the world accompanied 

with the celestials comfortable. In that case, what is the cause (lzsl)? 
What is the root (fR)? And what is. the final aim (~:'.t) of this 
wisdom?" <14> 

(14) .... bcom ldan l).das I).di lta ste dper bgyi na / chul).i khams ni sems can thams cad 

kyi lus sim par bgyid pa lags so // de bshin du thams cad mkhyen pal)-i ye ses kyati 
Iha dati bcas pal)-i I). jig rten rab tu sim par bgyid pa lags na / bcom ldan 1)-das / ye 
ses l).dil:,.i rgyu ni gati lags / rtsa ba ni gati lags / mthar thug pa ni gati lags/ Peking. 
Vol. 5, 241-1-5,...,_,6, 
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The answer to this question is contained in what has been referred to 
as 'the three phrases' (=:'PJ) (seep. 169). 

"O Vajrapa1_1i! Well done! Well done! You cleverly asked me those ques
tions. Listen and remember rightly and completely what I will tell you. 
The cause is the mind seeking for enlightenment (bodhicitta ifjU.,); 
the root is the compassion (karurJ,ii 1J); and the final aim (paryavasana 
~~) is means (practically employed for the benefit of others) (upiiya 
jj'f5e:). (Hi) 

0 the chief of guhyakas! What is the enlightenment then? It is to 
know our own mind truly and thoroughly; and (what is, attained there
through) is nothing but the highest, the right and the complete enlighten
ment (anuttarasamyaksarhbodhi ffil:IE~1t). "'16

) 

Herein lies another maxim which together with 'the three phrases' has 
been traditionally taken as the most essential teaching of the system of the 
Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-sutra, viz. 'recognize your own mind truly and 
thoroughly' (:tin~~□ § it.,). Subsequently, Vajrapa1_1i asks another supplementary 
question: 

"O Reverend Lord! From what position should the state of the omniscient 
(sarvajfiatli, ~-17.Jtrtl:) be sought after? Through what should the enlighten
ment be attained definitely and perfectly?"<17) 

The Lord Vairocana answers: 
"The enlightenment (if~) and the state of the omniscient (-Wtf·l1:) are 
to be sought after from one's own mind; the mind is (at its very bottom 
the universal mind which has been) completely purified by nature (from 
the first) (*'l:imi'$, Tib. ran bshin gyis yons SU dag pa, svabhava
pari.suddha or prakrtiparisuddha ?) . "US) 

These questions and answers clearly indicate the Mahayanic idea of the 
relation between the ultimate reality and the individual existence. The 

(15) This passage is quoted in Kamalasila' s Bhavaniikrama: Vairocaniibhisarribodhau coktam 
/ tad etat sarvajfiajiiiina11z karm;iiimularri bodhicittahetukam upayaparyavasiinam iti. G. 
Tucci, Minor Buddhist Texts Part II, p. 196. 

(16) lag na rdo rje / legs so legs so // lag na rdo rje / gan khyod na la don J;idi J;idri ba 
ni yan legs so // deJ;li phyir iion la legs par rab tu yid la zun sig dan / nas khyod la 
bsad do // rgyu ni byan chub kyi sems so / rtsa ba ni siiin rje chen pol:10 / mthar 
thug pa ni thabs to // gsan ba pa];ii bdag po / de la byan chub gan she ne / ran 
gi sems yari dag pa ji lta ba bshin y011s su ses pa ste / de yari bla na med pa yan 
dag par rdsogs pa];ii byan chub bo // Peking. Vol. 5, 241,..._,1_7,..._,2-1. 

(17) bcom ldan ];idas thams cad mkhyen pa iiid ni gan nas yons su btsal bar bgyi // gan 
gis ni byan chub mnon par rdsogs par ];itshan rgya bar bgyi // Peking. Vol. 5, 241-2-3 
,..._,4, 

(18) byan chub dan thams cad mkhyen pa iiid ni ran gi sems las yons su btsal bar bya];io 
// de ci];ii phyir she na / sems de ni ran bshin gyis yons su dag pa yin te / Peking. 
Vol. 5, 241-2-4,..._,5, 
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universal, ultimate reality owes the conditions of its existenec and its con

tinuation to the intellectual and practical effort of an individual existence. 

The universal wisdom (sarvajnajnana), which is. nothing but the ultimate 

reality or the ma1Jdala of Vairocana is to be realized through the personal 

effort of penetrating one's own mind to its very bottom. At this point, the 

individual and the universal are unified as one and the same thing. In the 

system of the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-sutra, the unity or yoga of the individual 

existence with the ultimate reality, which is nothing other than the religious 

ideal of Tantric Buddhism, occurs only at the very bottom of human mind, 
or in other words, the place where the enlightenment is actually realized 

(bodhima1Jda ~mm:~), which is figuratively the centre of the ma1Jdala. 
This fact exactly corresponds with the statement that "the whole ma?J,,dal'a 

and its centre are indicated with one and the same word i.e. Vairocana (see 

p. 179). 
The world of Vairocana is to be depicted as a circle the radius of which 

represents the entire process of the progress of the human mind toward en
lightenment. While within this circle, one ought to continue walking as a 

pilgrim on the destined course toward the centre, Vairocana. One continues 
walking voluntarily harmonizing within himself bodhicitta, <19) the mind aim
ing toward enlightenment with karu1_iii, the universal compassion of Vairocana 

reflected upon him, so as to realize the final aim (p,aryavasiina ~3!:) of saving 

all living beings through practical means (up,aya 1.r~). This aim is to be 
realized only when he attains enlightenment (abhisarhbodhi :ffl,~~). 

The religious ideal of the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-sutra is placed in the 

far future beyond the three great uncountable aeons (=:::k:rm.Ifftf.f\;:;D); but, as 
long as one continues walking on the way toward the ideal, one is walking 

within the ideal itself. 

iv. The Theory of One Hundred and Sixty Monadic Minds 

As can be expected from the remark in the previous section (see p. 183) 
that "the enlightenment and the state of the omniscient are to be sought 

after from one's own mind" the structure of the world is determined by that 
of the individual existence. Tha latter should also serve as a basis of morals 

helping people to decide their practical behaviour in the world. The structure 
of the individual existence, which we will refer to as 'the theory of one 

(19) bodhicitta is a word of double meaning. The commentator Buddhaguhya rightly says 
in his Longer Commentary: "bodhicitta is of two kinds: one is the brave mind 

seeking after enlightenment, the other, the mind of the nature of enlightenment." de 

la byan · chub kyi sems la yan rnam pa gfiis te byan chub kyi phyir sems dpa!J, dan / 
byan chub kyi ran bshin gyi sems so // Peking. Vol. 77, 235.4.3,..,_,,4 (Revised) and 

116-4-5 (Unrevised Longer Commentary). Bodhicitta shown in the axiom 'prajna plus 
upiiya is bodhicitta' (see p. 21) corresponds with what Buddhaguhya says "the mind 

of the nature of enlightenment". 
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hundred and sixty minds' may well be regarded as the most important problem 
of the whole theoretical system of the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-sutra. 

The Chinese title of the first chapter of the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-sutra, 
viz. {±{,,&& literally means "the chapter of the various stages of human mind". 
Kobo-daishi Kukai (s.&~*grff~w;), the founder of the Shingon-sect of Japanese 
Esoteric Buddhism, taking the word {±,C.,, literally as referring to the process 
of promoting the grades of mind (,C..,&&M*O)?km) (see p. 15), established his 
fundamental system of 'the ten progressive stages of mind' (+f±,C.,,O)fb:fU). Ac
cording to this system, the process of the promotion of mind mentioned in 
the sutra is divided into ten stages from the first, viz. 'the mind of people 
(in the natural state) as foolish as goats or sheeps' (-~,i~,C.,,) to the tenth, 
viz. 'the mind (constituting the world of Vairocana) as a secret ornament (of 
it)' (~W&Hi±Jtt,C.,,). He applied each of the extant sects of Buddhism and even 
Confucianism and Taoism to these ten stages, and thus established success
fully a complete system which presents to us the magnificent, harmonious 
image of the world of Vairocana. On the uppermost layer of this world is 
situated the Esoteric Buddhism of the Shingon-sect (1tJffi~~), and at the same 
time, all the layers are included within the field of Esoteric Buddhism (.71~ 
+~). 

As Kukai's systematization is so complete and his influence so decisive, 
it has never been doubted that the word {±,C.,, means the progressive stages 
of the human mind or that it refers to the process of promoting the grades 
of mind (,C..,&&M~O)?km). This fact, however, does not necessarily mean that 
the only possible interpretation of the word {±,C.,, is as the vertical, progressing 
stages of human mind. In fact, we do not even find this word in the text 
of the first chapter of the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-sutra itself, which is the 
context in which one should interpret the meaning of the title of the chapter 
{±,C.,,&&. 

Now, if we enlarge our scope to the Tibetan version of the text and the 
commentaries<20 ) of Buddhaguhya (c. 800 A.D.), we find another possible way 
of interpreting the word {±,C.,, which enables us to reconstruct the structure 
of the individual existence, on the basis of which we can describe the structure 
of the wor Id precisely, and at the same time determine our practical behaviour 
logically. Actually,{±{,,~ means 'the chapter of one hundred and sixty minds'. 

In the Tibetan version, the title of the first chapter is "sems kyi khyad 
par rim par phye ba" (Skt. cittavisqa-patala?) which means 'the chapter of 
various minds' or 'the chapter of distinctions of mind' (,C..,E§:ZU&&). On the 

(20) The Shorter Commentary: rNam par snan mdsad mnon par rdsogs par byan chub 
palJ,i rgyud kyi bsdus don. Peking. No. 3486, Vol. 77. The Unrevised Longer 
Commentary: rNam par snan mdsad mnon par rdsogs par byan chub pa rnam par 
sprul pa byin gyis rlob palJ,i rgyud chen polJ,i bsad pa. Peking. No. 3487, Vol. 77. The 
Revised Longer Commentary: rNam par snan mdsad mnon par rdsogs par byan chub 
pa rnam par sprul pa byin gyis rlob palJ,i rgyud chen polJ,i lJ,grel pa. Peking. No. 
3490, Vol. 77. 
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other hand, the Unrevised Longer Commentary of Buddhaguhya gives the title 
"sems kyi rgyud rim par phye ba (Skt. cittasarhtanapatala or cittasamtati
patala?) which means 'the chapter of the continuation of mind' or 'the chapter 
of minds as continuations' (itA§~&&). As it is our fundamental premise that 
these two words, viz. sems kyi khyad par and sems kyi rgyud should indicate 
one and the same thing, even if it is difficult to find a Sanskrit equivalent 
common to these two Tibetan words, we can easily determine the passage 
which indicates the meaning of the chapter by comparing the quotations from 
the Unrevised Longer Commentary of Buddhaguhya, which cover the sutra 
nearly completely, with the Tibetan version of the sutra, and locating the 
place where these two words, viz. sems kyi rgyud' of Buddhaguhya's commen
tary and sems kyi khyad par of the Tibetan version of the sutra correspond. 
These two words correspond in only one paragraph, which enumerates and 
explains each of the sixty experiential minds actually occurring in our minds. 

To Vajrapal).i's question abovementioned (see p. 183), the Lord Vairocana 
answers that "the enlightenment and the state of the omniscient are to be 
sought after from one's own mind" and subsequently describes the state of 
mind which is at the very bottom of our mind and is nothing other than the 
enlightenment itself. This state of mind is called 'the mind of enlightenment 
of the first stage of the bodhisattvas' (W:l:!f!~~'~'), or 'the first course of the 
realm where the truth is realized' (W~~IJHi). Subsequently, Vajrapal).i asks 
the Lord questions as follows: 

"O Reverend Lordi How does the mind of enlightenment arise? 
How shall I look for the characteristics of this mind (thus) arisen from 
which the enlightenment occurs? 
0 the most excellent of the people who know this mind! 
0 the great hero who has arisen from the wisdom! 
Tell me, after overcoming how many minds does this mind arise? 
0 the protector! Tell me broadly the aspects of minds and the time (to 
be spent to overcome these minds). 
0 great saint! How are the merits of these (minds)? 
How are the practices (to be practised in each of the stages) of these 
(minds)? 
Tell me the distinctions of each (of these) minds."(21 l 

The Lord answers: 

(21) bcom ldan l)das ji ltar byati chub tu sems bskyed pa shes bgyi ba lags / byati chub 
l_ibyuti bal_ii sems skyes pal}.i // mtshan fiid ji ltar l_itshal bar bgyi II sems mkhyen pa 
ni rnams kyi mchog II dpal_i chen ye ses las byuti ba II ci sfied cig las l}.das nas ni // 
skye bar I_igyur ba bstan du gsol II mgon po sems kyi mtshan fiid dari II dus kyati rgya 
cher bsad du gsol II de <lag bsod nams ci l_idra dati II spyod pa ci lj.drar l_igyur ba 
dati // sems la sems kyi khyad par yati // thub pa chen pas bstan du gsol // Peking. 
Vol. 5, 241-4-5,.._.,8, 
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"Well done! My son! 
The aspect of the continuation of mind, which is the highest stage of the 
Great Vehicle, 
is the most excellent of the secrets of the perfectly enlightened ones. 
It can not be known by any of the people who thinks of things logically. 
Concentrate your mind and listen to me. I will tell you the whole 
truth". <22 > 

Thus, the Lord Vairocana begins to relate the whole process of the pro
gressing grades of minds (,t.,~-~O)fX~). In the beginning, Vairocana men
tions the eight stages of mundane minds (ii!:Fa1/\,t.,) in which the real existence 
of iitman is upheld. Subsequently after these eight, so to speak, 'vertical' 
mundane minds, the sixty, so to speak, 'horizontal' mundane minds out of 
a total of one hundred and sixty minds are enumerated. 

VajrapaIJi asks a question, in which the two words abovementioned, viz. 
sems kyi khyad par and sems kyi rgyud, correspond. 

bcom ldan J.,,das sems kyi khyad par de dag bsad du gsol< 23 > 

"O Reverend Lord! Tell me those various minds!" 

The Unrevised Longer Commentary of Buddhaguhya gives following 
quotation: 

bcom ldan }:tdas sems kyi rgyud de dag bsad du gsol<24> 

"O Reverend Lord! Tell me those minds as continuations!" 

The Lord answers to this question and enumerates sixty minds: 

"O the chief of guhyakas! Listen to the characteristics of various minds. 
0 the chief of guhyakas! Those minds are: the mind of desire (Jt,u), the 
mind without desire (ffiA-,t.,), the mind of wrath (gJ,t.,), the mind of 
friendliness (~,t.,), the mind of foolishness (~,t.,), ..... . 

What is the mind of desire then? It is (the mind) of a person who has 
desire coming into contact with an object. What is the mind without 
desire? It is (the mind of) a person who is free from desire coming into 
contact with an object. What is the mind of wrath? It is (the mind of a 
person) who has wrath coming into contact with an object. What is the 
mind of friendliness? It is (the mind of) a person who has friendliness 
coming into contact with an object. What is the mind of foolishness? It 

(22) de skad gsol nas de yi tshe II bcom ldan rnam par snan chen gyis II phyag na rdo rje 
cher }:!.byuri la II legs so bu shes }:!.di skad gsuris II theg pa chen pol;ti go }:!.phari mchog 
II sems kyi rgyud kyi mtshan fiid ni II rdsogs sans rgyas kyi gsati bal;ti mchog // rtog 
ge kun gyis mi ses pa // thams cad khyod la bsad par bya // yid gcig bsdus la mfian 
par gyis // Peking. Vol. 5, 241-4-8---.,5-1. 

(23) Peking. vol. 5, 242-2-6. Chinese version: 1['i)jfttf:#mfm:,t,. Taisho. Vol. 18, p. 2, c, I. 3. 
(24) Peking. Vol. 77, 121--2-6. 
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is (the mind of a person) coming into contact with an object without 
consideration. . ..... 

0 the chief of guhyakasl When one expends three aeons (kalpa t/J), one 
overcomes one hundred and sixty minds, which is obtained by once, twice, 
three times, four times and five times multiplying by two, the super
mundane mind occurs within him. That is to say: 

As this (world) is nothing but (the aggregate of) the skandhas (&), 
iitman (:tt) does not exist at all. 
This world is to be abandoned as it is of no use, because it is nothing 
more than the object of senses. 

"(25) 

It is of course tenable to assume that those one hundred and sixty minds 
are mundane and occur only once at the last stage of the eight mundane 
minds (if!:F1=1V\1C,\). However, inasmuch as we must recognize the fact that 
these one hundred and sixty minds are of such importance that they are 
referred to by the title of the first chapter of the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-si-Ura 
and occupy as much as one quarter of the whole chapter, we can not merely 
be contented with the hitherto accepted interpretation. 

We would like to reconstruct the structure of human mind on the two 
co-ordinates, viz. the ordinate of the vertical process of progressive grades of 
mind (1C,\ifil~*O)~~) and the abscissa of the horizontal one hundred and 
sixty minds. 

From this point of view, we notice that Vajrapai:ii's questions refer to 
nothing other than this total structure of human mind to be understood in 
both vertical and horizontal terms. When he asked "the characteristics of the 
mind · (thus) arisen" (sems skyes paJ:ii mtshan nid), he was referring to the 
mind of a bodhisattva who has entered into the first stage of the bodhisattvas 
(f.}J:1:tg), which is 'th'e· ideal state described in the answer of the Lord as "the 
highest stage of the Great Vehicle" (theg pa chen poJ:ii go IJ,phan mchog ** 
:l:J~{ft.). This "highest" mind on the vertical scale is also composed of one 

(25) gsan ba pa];ii bdag po / sems kyi · khyad par gyi mtshan fiid fion cig / gsali. ba pal).i 
bdag po / de la sems }:idi ni }:idod chags kyi sems dan / }:idod chags dan bral bal).i 
sams dan / she sdali. gi sems dan / byams pa}:ii sems dan / gti mug gi sems dan / 
. . . . . . de la }:idod chags kyi sems gan she na chags pa can chos kun tu sten pa}:io // 
}:idod chags dan bral bal).i sems ga11 she na / }:idod chags dan bral ba chos kun tu 
sten pa}:io // she sdan gi sems gan she na / sdan bas chos kun tu sten pal).o // byams 
pa1;ii sems gan she na / byams pa dan ldan pas chos kun tu sten pal).o // gti mug 
gi sems ga11 she na / gan mi dpyod par chos sten paI:io // .... gsan ba pal).i bdag po 
/ de ltar na gcig gfiis gsum bshi Ina gfiis su bsgyur ba byas pas / 1;ijig rten pal).i sems 
brgya drug cu bskal pa gsum gyis }:idas nas / 1;ijig rten las }:idas pal).i sems skye ste / 
I:idi lta ste / ]Jdi ni phun po tsam fiid de // bdag ni nam yan yod ma yin // dban 
pol:ii gron khyer khams rnams kyis // }:ijig rten don med rnam par fiams // 
Peking. Vol. 5, 242-2-7.--243-l-3,. 
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hundred and sixty horizontal minds such as "the mind of desire" (~{.,) and 
so on. 

We assume that this was the original interpretation of the structure of 
mind within the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-sutra. However, we only occasionally 
get a glimpse of it in an exceptional remark appearing in the commentators, 
viz. Subhakarasimha (~~~' died 735 A.D.) and Buddhaguhya, both of them 
took the one hundred and sixty minds only as mundane. The only example 
we can find in Buddhaguhya's commentary is as follows: 

sems kyi dnos po drug cu rnams las brgya drug cur IJ,phel ba yan sgrib 
pa~ii cha phra rags gsum du phye ste gsum po de rnams re re shin yan 
gsum gsum du phye bas rnam pa dgur bltalJ,o I/ de la sgirb pa chen polJ,i 
chen po la sems gcig spon la chen polJ,i IJ,brin po la ni gfiis spon / chen 
polJ,i chun 1iu la gsum spon / IJ,brin gi chen po la bshi span / IJ,brin gi 
IJ,brin la ni bia span / IJ,brin gi chun 1iu la ni drug span/ chun nulJ,i chen 
po la bdun span / chun 1iulJ,i IJ,brin la brgyad spon / IJ,og nas IJ,bywi bafJ,i 
tshul gyis de ltar sems brgya drug cu mos pas spyod palJ,i sa nas sbyon 
shin mos pas spyod palJ,i sa de rdsogs par byed do II de la dgu po rnams 
kyi tha ma chun nulJ,i yan chun nu ni mos pas spyod palJ,i sa nas IJ,phar 
nas sp01i ste / ye ses kyi sa la IJ,jug parses par byalJ,o l/' 26

) 

"Even when we increase the (number of) substantial minds from 
sixty to one hundred and sixty, they are thought to be classified into nine 
as we divide the degrees of the obstruction (of these minds) into three in 
accordance with its grossness and minuteness and again subdivide each 
of these three classes in to three. 

When the obstruction (of the one hundred and sixty horizontal 
minds) is (to be classed as) the gross of the gross, (the mind of) the first 
(stage of the vertical process of progressing grades of the mind) abandons 
(these one hundred and sixty minds). When (the obstruction is) the 
medium of the gross, the second (mind) abandons (the one hundred and 
sixty horizontal minds corresponding to it). When (the obstruction is) 
the minute of the gross, the third abandons. When the gross of the 
medium, the fourth abandons. When the medium of the medium, the 
fifth abandons. When the minute of the medium, the sixth abandons. 
When the gross of the minute, the seventh abandons. When the medium 
of the minute, the eighth abandons. In the manner shown later, one 
completes thus the adhimu kticaryii-bhumi (m'Mf.fttg) by exterminating the 
one hundred and sixty (horizontal) minds (which correspond to the verti
cal mind) of adhiniukticaryii-bhumi. 

Then, exterminating (the one hundred and sixty minds the obstacle 
of which is) the minute of the minute, (and which correspond to) the 

(26) Peking. Vol. 77, 121-4-2,.....,6; 241-3-3,.....,7. 
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last of all the nine (stage of the vertical process of mind), he is known 

to enter into the stage of wisdom (Jniina-bhflmi ~:J:tg)". 

This enigmatic passage makes sense only when we apply our hypothetical 

understanding of the above-mentioned structure of human mind. 

Here, the nine layers of the one hundred and sixty horizontal minds, 

which are described as "substantial minds" (sems kyi dnos po, citta-vastu?), 

are aligned vertically according to the decreasing grossness of the obstruction 

(sgrib pa) iivara?J,a); or, according to the factor of each of these one hundred 

and sixty minds which obstructs or conceals the original brightness of these 

"substantial minds". On top of these nine layers, is added the tenth layer of 

one hundred and sixty minds each of which has no obstructions at all. These 

ten layers of horizontal minds form the ordinate of the vertical process of 

ten progressing stages of the mind. 

The key to a satisfactory translation of this passage is found in the last 

sentence. In Buddhaguhya's system, adhi'mukticaryii-bhumi (mos pas spyod 

palJi sa -Fa"Mfij:-tg), which usually means the ten stages of the bodhisattvas 

(~ii_l+:J:tg), is the stage just prior to the first stage of the bodhisattvas (1)Jj:-tg) 

which is referred to by the word ye ses kyi sa (jniina-bhumi? •:J:tg) in this 

passage. 
Therefore, when one exterminates the ninth layer of one hundred and 

sixty minds, the obstruction of which is the minute of the minute, correspond

ing to the stage just prior to "the stage of wisdom" (ye ses kyi sa), one enters 

into "the stage of wisdom" of one hundred and sixty minds in which there 

are no obstructions still to be exterminated. This layer of one hundred and 

sixty minds thus completely purified is nothing other than 'substance' of the 

mind of enlightenment of the first stage of the bodhisattvas (1)]:J:tg~~'L-") or 

"the completely characterless mind" (~ffi §•11:,u) (see p. 181). 

Applying this understanding to the sentence chun nulJ,i lJbrin la brgyad 

spon, we obtain the meaning of the sentence as follows: "when (the obstruc

tion of the one hundred and sixty minds is) the medium of the minute, (the 

mind of) the eighth (stage) exterminates (these one hundred and sixty minds)". 

The above passage should be translated accordingly. 

This idea of overcoming the layers of the horizontal one hundred and 

sixty minds appears also as an exception in the commentary(27 ) of Subhaka

rasirhha in the well-known passage of his 'secret interpretation' demonstrating 

the possibility of attaining enlightenment quickly. He translates the passage 

which corresponds to the last part of the above quotation, viz. de ltar na gcig 

gnis gsum bshi lna gfiis su bsgyur ba byas pas / lJ,jig rten pal;,i sems brgya 

drug cu bskal pa gsum gyis lJ,das nas / };,jig rten pas lJdas pa!J,i sems skye ste / 

as follows: 

(27) ::k.m!t~~b,x;{5f,~imc- Taisho. No. 1796, Vol. 39. 
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He explains this sentence as follows: 

~ffi:Fs5=:*~tBffi:Fs5,t,,1:.~. * t.JJJ::g:m,MitBffi:Fs5,t,,. 1%D~ffl~=.:;l?JJJi,f~ff. ~~ 
;l?JJWt. if::::~. -~~0-. .::::~*~- *iftm-~m~. rt=.:im.rffl'~;l?JJf4nitIEft. * •m~. m-;l?JJit«~rr. wrtsA~b~-••*~- ~-im.rffl'~;l?JJ. m.::::;l?JJit«~ 
fr. xrt-sA+,t.,~-•*m*~- ~.::::im.rffl'~;l?JJ. •§r5rr~. ~~-;l?JJ. ~rt 
SAi-'1t.,~-mffiffiffi~~- fl?e{5'9Wit.,. itl:~=.:im.Jffl',f~¼}Jnlt{~-tf1. *-1:.J.tJlt=.: 
~~- JlU-1:.Elt{~. M~~0-Illt <29

> 

"The meaning of the passage 'overcoming three kinds of mundane kalpas 
the supermundane mind occures' is as follows: if this. 'supermundane 
mind' is the pure mind of enlightenment, it requires yogic practice (of 
unimaginably long period) over the three aeons (kalpa). The Sanskrit 
word kalpa means two things, that is, firstly, duration of time, and 
secondly, misleading attachment. If we rely on an ordinary interpre
tation, it means that one attains enlightenment only after the long period 
of three uncountable aeons. If we rely on the secret interpretation, the 
meaning is. as follows: to exceed the practice of the first aeon is nothing 
other than to overcome the layer of one hundred and sixty minds of 
gross attachment; and this is called the first uncountable aeon. To exceed 
the practice of the second aeon is to overcome the layer of one hundred 
and sixty minds of minute attachment; this is called the second un
countable aeon. When a practicer of mantras exceeds (the practice of) 
one more aeon, he attains the first mind of the wisdom of buddhas by 
overcoming the layer of one hundred and sixty minds of extremely 
minute attachment. Therefore, the enlightenment is said to be attained 
through three uncountable aeons. If he overcomes these three kinds of 
attachment in his life, he can attain enlightenment in his very life. Why 
do we have to call the duration of time to account?" 

We also find in Subhakarasirhha's commentary an example of the idea 
classifying the vertical process of the promotion of mind into nine according 
to the qualities of the defilement of the mind. Explaining the reason why 
the horizontal minds, which he takes as the minds of defilements (t.Jl'f~,t,,), 
number one hundred and sixty, he states: 

t-l~1:.tJi'f~il,\, m{t.::::~7Gfli:[=rmii(. lht~~~ll0-~.::::. filit!l:t.::::i:[=r. ~J!!U$l,ffi 
0-z.. ~~f§. Atzo+~{li:[=rwt. *~J:.i:[=rT:fL~~- 7!7?e/\~ffl~- JJUrn~•- (SO) 

"Whenever one comes into contact with an object, one's mind of defile
ment comes to have two different names as one always relies on the two 

(28) Taisho. Vol. 18, p. 3, a, 1.28 f. 
(29) Taisho. Vol. 39', p. 600, c, 1. 19 f. 
(30) Taisho. Vol. 39, p. 600, c, 1.4 f. 
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extremes but not on the middle way. The names and characteristics 
(of the one hundred and sixty minds, the number of which can be ob
tained by) dividing these two minds again and again, are fully mentioned 
in the (longer Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-sutra of) 100,000 verses. If we divide 
(each of these one hundred and sixty minds) into nine classes according 
to their qualities of superior, medium and inferior, the number of afflic
tions finally come to eighty thousand. If we divide more minutely, they 
become innumerable." 

From these examples, we assume the original image of the human mind 
in the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-sutra to be as follows: 

The human mind is, at any moment, composed of one hundred and sixty 
monadic or substantial minds, which were referred to in the title of the first 
chapter of the siltra as "various minds" or "distinctions of minds" (sems kyi 

khyad par, cittavise~a? ,t,,~,5JIJ) in the Tibetan version, or as "continuation 
of mind" or "minds as continuations" (sems kyi rgyud, ,t,,1§ml) in the version 
used by the commentator Buddhaguhya. These minds, which are enumerated, 
on a basis yet to be known, number one hundred and sixty, and are seen 
as operations or tendencies of mind, or the forms of operations of mind which 
were obtained empirically and introspectively by the author of the siltra 

through the careful observation of his own mind. These one hundred and 
sixty monadic minds, being in horizontal row, form the 'width' of the mind 
of a person. 

These one hundred and sixty minds arise in a person as the internal 
reflection of his various actions towards an object when he comes into contact 
with that object. Therefore, he can make these minds occur at will by exer
cising himself upon an object, and accordingly, he can promote his mind by 
making a new kind of one hundred and sixty minds occur through new action. 

The mind of a person, in its total structure, consists of the innumerable 
layers of these one hundred and sixty minds accumulated throughout the 
whole course of his life beginning from the first origination of the mind aimed 
toward enlightenment (171:g-,t,,) and ending in the actual attainment of en
lightenment (:!l~ft). Here, we can recognize the fact that the idea of one 
hundred and sixty minds is located on the pivot of the whole theoretical 
system of the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-sutra. 

v. The Structure of the Ma1J,cJ,ala of the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-sfitra 

As was previously mentioned (see p. 182), the universal wisdom (sarva

jnajiiiina -"WJ~~), which is nothing other than the dharmakaya ($~, the 
body of the ultimate reality) of Vairocana or the world of Vairocana itself, 
functions so as to allow a person complete his entire life which begins from 
the circumference of the world of Vairocana and ends at its centre. On the 
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extremes but not on the middle way. The names and characteristics 
(of the one hundred and sixty minds, the number of which can be ob
tained by) dividing these two minds again and again, are fully mentioned 
in the (longer Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-sutra of) 100,000 verses. If we divide 
(each of these one hundred and sixty minds) into nine classes according 
to their qualities of superior, medium and inferior, the number of afflic
tions finally come to eighty thousand. If we divide more minutely, they 
become innumerable." 

From these examples, we assume the original image of the human mind 
in the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-sutra to be as follows: 

The human mind is, at any moment, composed of one hundred and sixty 
monadic or substantial minds, which were referred to in the title of the first 
chapter of the siltra as "various minds" or "distinctions of minds" (sems kyi 

khyad par, cittavise~a? ,t,,~,5JIJ) in the Tibetan version, or as "continuation 
of mind" or "minds as continuations" (sems kyi rgyud, ,t,,1§ml) in the version 
used by the commentator Buddhaguhya. These minds, which are enumerated, 
on a basis yet to be known, number one hundred and sixty, and are seen 
as operations or tendencies of mind, or the forms of operations of mind which 
were obtained empirically and introspectively by the author of the siltra 

through the careful observation of his own mind. These one hundred and 
sixty monadic minds, being in horizontal row, form the 'width' of the mind 
of a person. 

These one hundred and sixty minds arise in a person as the internal 
reflection of his various actions towards an object when he comes into contact 
with that object. Therefore, he can make these minds occur at will by exer
cising himself upon an object, and accordingly, he can promote his mind by 
making a new kind of one hundred and sixty minds occur through new action. 

The mind of a person, in its total structure, consists of the innumerable 
layers of these one hundred and sixty minds accumulated throughout the 
whole course of his life beginning from the first origination of the mind aimed 
toward enlightenment (171:g-,t,,) and ending in the actual attainment of en
lightenment (:!l~ft). Here, we can recognize the fact that the idea of one 
hundred and sixty minds is located on the pivot of the whole theoretical 
system of the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-sutra. 

v. The Structure of the Ma1J,cJ,ala of the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-sfitra 

As was previously mentioned (see p. 182), the universal wisdom (sarva

jnajiiiina -"WJ~~), which is nothing other than the dharmakaya ($~, the 
body of the ultimate reality) of Vairocana or the world of Vairocana itself, 
functions so as to allow a person complete his entire life which begins from 
the circumference of the world of Vairocana and ends at its centre. On the 
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As is already shown by both Buddhaguhya and Subhakarasimha, the verti

cal process of the progress of mind, which is the process of decreasing the 

defilements or obstructions of each layer of one hundred and sixty minds, is 

divided into nine stages. It is reasonable to divide the entire process into 

ten layers by placing one more layer of one hundred and sixty minds which 

are completely purified upon these nine layers as Kukai describes in his 

Himitsu-ma1J,,(},ala-jujushin-ron (~lVi5Ht~~+{±,C.,,~) as follows: 

"The process of the progress of mind is to be divided into innumerable 

stages; however, we would like to divide it for convenience' sake into 

ten and classify innumerable minute stages of mind into these ten big 

classes." <82 > 

If we try to draw the figure of this world on a plane, it is convenient 

to add two more layers of one hundred and sixty minds completely purified 

upon these ten layers and depict them schematically as twelve concentric 

circles with the diameter of the central circle the same in width as each of 

the twelve layers (fig. 1 ). 

The Ma1J4ala of the Vairocanabhisarhbodhi-sutra 

the centre: sarhbhoga-kaya of Vairocana 

the entire: dharma-kaya of Vairocana 

Fig. 1 

abhisambodhi 
Vairocana 

bodhicitta 
of 

the first stage 
of 

bodhisattvas 

Process 
of 

accumulating merits 

the first origination 
of 

bodhicitta 
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If we draw a small circle of the same diameter as the width of each layer 
on the outermost layer of these concentric circles and connect it with two 
parallel lines. with the central circle, we can indicate the entire course of the 
life of a person who lives in this world of Vairocana. Or, we can express it 
as a line of twelve small circles set between these parallel lines. The small 
circle, which indicates the mind of a person at any moment as the aggregate 
of one hundred and sixty monadic minds, decreases in darkness and increases 
in brightness as it ascends in its course toward the centre i. e. Vairocana. When 
it reaches the tenth layer, it becomes completely pure. This state is called 
'the first course of the realm where the truth is realized' (W~§JHI), and is 
mentioned in the sutra as follows: 

"O the chief of guhyakas! This is called the entrance into the completely 
purified mind of enlightenment of the bod'hisattvas. This is the entrance 
into the realm where the truth is realized. This is the first course of the 
realm where the truth is realized. The bodhisattvas, who have reached 
this stage, will be able to attain the trance (samiidhi =:.lvK) of exterminat
ing all the obstructions of minds without difficulty. Consequently, attain
ing this samadhi, these bod'hisattvas will be able to meet with all the 
tathagatas in the same assembly and will be able to acquire five kinds of 
supernatural faculties (abhijna ffi$jffi). They will acquire mystical charms 
(dharar;J, ~tffil!E) composed of infinite words, syllables and sounds. They 
will understand the intentions of living beings. They, being overpowered 
by all the tathiigatas, will come to acquire the truth which will never be 
ruined in the transmigration. They will never become weary of doing 
actions for the benefit of living beings. They will observe good precepts 
even if they are not instituted. Having abandoned the wrong view com
pletely, they will attain the right view and understand it. 0 the chief of 
guhyaka! In the next place, the bodhisattvas who stay in this trance of 

-- exterminating all the obstructions will complete all the truths of buddhas 
without difficulty as they are equipped with the power of confidence 
({a:MJJ) originated within them. 0 the chief of guhyakas! Concisely 
speaking, these sons or daughters of noble families will acquire infinite 
merits". (33 ) 

(33) gsari ba pa1;t.i bdag po ];i.di ni byan chub sems dpa];i.i byan chub kyi sems rnam par 
dag pal}.i sgo shes bya ba / chos snati bal}.i sgo chos snati bal}.i tshul dan po ste / gati 
la gnas na byati chub sems dpal}. rnams tshegs chuti tius sgrib pa thams cad span 
ba];i.i tin ne ];i.dsin thob cin / de thob pas byan chub sems dpal}. rnams sans rgyas 
thams cad dati lhan cig 1:)-grogs pa 1).thab par J;i.gyur / mnon par ses pa ltia dag kyan 
1:)-thob par 1:)-gyur / skad dan sgra dati dbyans mthal}. yas pal).i gzutis kyan ];t.thob par 
J;i.gyur / sems can gyi bsam pa rjes su ses pa dan / de bshin gsegs pa thams cad kyis 
byin gyis brlabs siti 1).khor ba na yons su mi fiams pal}.i chos can du l).gyur / sems 
can gyi don bya ba dag la yons su mi skyo bar 1:)-gyur / I:idus ma byas kyi tshul 
khrims la rab tu gnas pa dati / log par lta ba rnam par spans pa dan / yari dag par 
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As is known from this quotation, the inner part of the tenth circle of 
these concentric circles indicates the ideal realm of the world of Vairocana 
and is thought to correspond to the palace of Vairocana, "the palace of the 
grand adamantine sphere of the reality" (::k4:~!J~:W-'8) mentioned at the 
beginning of the sutra (see p. 177). Therefore, we can divide the world or 
mar:utala of Vairocana into two parts (fig. 2): the inner circle (A) which 
corresponds to the centre and two inner layers of fig. 1 and does not contain 
any differences of quality or brightness, and the outer circle (B) which corre
sponds to the outer nine layers of fig. 1 and contains differences of quality 
or brightness. This inner circle (A) only is adopted by the Tattvasarhgraha
tantra. Here it becomes the Vajradhatu-ma1J,cJ,ala composed of five buddhas 
or five families of buddhas, the first expression of the Tantric image of the 
world of the ultimate reality (fig. 2). 

The Ma'T}efala 
of 

The Vairocanabhisambodhi-sutra 
A: the realm of truth 

the stage of wisdom (jnana-bhumi) 
B: the realm of process 

Fig. 2 

The Vajradhatu-ma'T}efala 
composed of 

the five families 
of 

the Tattvasamgraha-tantra 

The outer circle (B) of the ma1J,cJ,ala of the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-sutra 
having been discarded, the Vajradhatu-ma1J,cJ,ala contains no part representing 
the realm of people who are on the process of gradual promotion. What is 
needed for the people of the Tantric world is not the strenuous efforts of 
accumulating two kinds of merits, viz. moral and intellectual, but an 'easy' 
yogic practice of uniting themselves with the ultimate reality which appears 
high in the sky as the Vajradhatu-ma1J,cJ,ala. 

In the next chapter, we would like to observe the Tantric view of the 
world, expressed in the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra, which is in every aspect anti-

lta ba rtogs par khori du chud par l).gyur ba yin no II gsari ba pal).i bdag po / gshan 
yari sgrib pa thams cad spori bal).i tiri rie l;i.dsin l;i.di la gnas pal).i byari chub sems dpal). 
ni / mos pal).i stobs bskyed pas / tshegs churi rius saris rgyas kyi chos thams cad yoris 
su rdsogs par byed de / gsari ba pal).i bdag po / mdor na rigs kyi bu l).am rigs kyi bu 
mo de ni yon tan dpag tu med pa dari ldan par l).gyur ro II Peking. Vol. 5, 241-3-8,....,,4-5. 
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thetical to the Mahayanic view of the world shown in the Vairocanabhisarh

bodhi-sutra discussed in this chapter. 

III. The Tantric View of the World and the Logic of Yoga 

1. The Tantric Scenes of Attaining Enlightenment 

First of all, we would like to pick up, from the Sanskrit text, the essential 
context of the opening part of the mystical drama which represents the image 
of the world of the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra as follows: 

(1) evarh maya srutam ekasmin samaye (2) bhagaviin ...... (3) mahakr:-
piivairocanalJ . . . . . . ( 4) sarvatathagatiidhyu.yita- ...... akani~thadevarii-
jasya bhavane vijahara / (5) navanavatibhir bodhisattvakotibhil:t sardharh 
/ . . . . . . ( 6) ganganadiviilukasamakhyatais ea tathiigatais tad yathapi niima 

tilabimbam iva paripurr:iarh jambudvipe sarhdr:syate / . . . . . . (7) atha 
bhagaviin mahavairocanalJ sarvakasadhiitusadavasthitakiiyaviikcittavajra!J / 
(8) sarvatathagatasamavasarar:iatayii sarvavajradhatvavabodhanajiianasat-
tva!J / ...... (15) ...... jiiiinarh ...... sarvatathiigatalJ II ...... vairo-
cano ...... (17) bhagavan mahabodhicitta!J samantabhadro mahiibodhi-
sattvalJ sarvatathagatakaye~u vijahara II atha sarvatathiigatair idarh bud
dhak~etrarh tad yathii tilabimbam iva paripurr:iam /<34) 

"(I) Thus have I heard at one time. (2) The Reverend Lord ..... . 
(3) Vairocana of great compassion ...... (4) dwelt in the palace of the 
king of the deities of the uppermost stratum of the region of forms (B~ 
Jt:R.:E's) resided in by all the tathiigatas . . . . . . . (5) Together with 
ninety-nine kotis ( 1JU!i;) of bodhisattvas . . . . . . (6) and tathagatas to be 
counted by (the number of) the sands of the River Ganga, he appeared 
in the ]ambudvipa Continent filling (it) as (sesame seeds fill) a sesame 
husk ...... . 

(7) At that time, the Reverend Lord Mahavairocana, who is the 
adamantine (aggregate of) body, speech and mind which perpetually 
resides pervading the whole sphere of the sky, (8) who is, as the complete 
aggregate of all the tathagatas (--Wtm*), the being of the wisdom (tr• 
ii.I~) which makes people aware of the whole of the adamantine realm 
(~iifilIJ:W-) ...... (15) ...... who is the wisdom itself ...... , who is the 
one and whole tathagata (--Wtm*) ...... , who is Vairocana, ...... (17) 
the Reverend Lord, the great mind of enlightenment (::klt1f,C,,), the great 
bodhisattva Samantabhadra (~~::k=g:ii_l), dwelt in the hearts of all the 

tathagatas (--Wtm*). 

(34) Sanskrit text edit. by K. Horiuchi, 1,-,17. 
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Now, this district of the buddha was filled with all the tathiigatas as 
(sesame seeds fill) a sesame husk." 

It is obvious that this "palace of the king of the deities of the uppermost 
stratum of the region of forms" (akani~thadevariijasya bhavana (B~:l:3(3::'g) 
corresponds to "the palace of the grand adamantine sphere of the reality" 
(*~JllilrJ~WB') of the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-sutra (see p. 196). It is to be 
noticed, however, that the former is limited to the uppermost stratum of the 
region of forms (akani~thadeva B~:l::R) which is a kind of space and is at 
the same time a stage of deepness of meditation, while the latter is the un
limited sphere of the reality (dharmadhiitu ~:W-). 

Here, the ultimate reality is expressed as the substantial aggregate of all 
the tathiigatas. The word sarvatathiigata (-·WJtm*) is essential to an under
standing of the image of the world of the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra. When it 
is used in the singular, it means Vairocana Tathagata who is the central deity 
of the maJJ,.d,ala. When it is used in the plural, it means all of the inumerable 
tathiigatas filling the whole world. These tathiigatas as an aggregate constitute 
a substantial matrix called "the adamantine sphere" (vajradhiitu ~JllijrJ:W-) or 
the world of reality. Thirdly, the word sarvatathiigata is used in the plural 
or in the singular indicating the five buddhas or each of five buddhas who 
constitute the whole Vajradhiitu-maJJ,d,ala as representatives of all of the in
numerable tathiigatas. In accord with the way of thinking found in the Tattva

sarhgraha-tantra, if A represents a group B, A is nothing other than B. There
fore, the five tathiigatas as five sarvatathiigatas are nothing other than all the 
innumerable tathiigatas. This process of thinking was indispensable as the 
ultimate reality of the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra had to he limited and made 
visible as the V ajradhiitu-maJJ,d,ala of five tathiigatas so as to enable people 
living in this world Jambudvipa to imitate it homologously and unite them
selves with it on the basis of the Tantric logic of yoga (see p. 171). 

The world of reality itself is theistically called Mahavairocana; and in 
correspondence to the idea of the dharmakiiya of Vairocana in the V airo-

caniib hisarh b odhi-sutra, it exists perpetually. However, when it was located 
in "the palace of the king of the deities of the uppermost stratum of the 
region of forms", it was the reality yet to be limited and was not manifested 
to people living in the Jambudvipa. There, it was a kind of imaginary or 
ideal existence as is assumed from the expression "dwelt in the hearts of all 
the tathiigatas". 

The second scene of this mystic drama is laid in this world of Jambudvipa. 
Vairocana who descended from the Akani~tha heaven shows himself for a 
moment as Sakyamuni Tathagata on the earth. 

Bodhisattva Sarvarthasiddhi (--w.J~nltJ]if~ili), that is, Sakyamuni immedi
ately before the attainment of enlightenment, having completed entirely the 
necessary process of accumulating two kinds of merits, viz. moral and intel-
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lectual, was sitting on the seat of enlightenment (bodhimaJJ,cl,a ~~~~) and 
was absorbed in the trance of no movement (iisphanaka-samadhi ~IJJ:::~), 
having stopped all the movements of his body, speech and mind and even 
having stopped breathing. All the tathagatas make their appearance to the 
bodhisattva and awaken him with the following words: 

katharh kulaputriinuttariirh samyaksarhbodhim abhisambhotsyase yas tvarh 
sarvatathligatatattvlinabhijfiatayli sarvadufJkarliJJ,y utsahasiti //< 35

) 

"O son of a noble family! How can you attain the highest and complete 
enlightenment, you who are enduring all kinds of difficult deeds (lfHr) 
without knowing the truth of all the tathagatas?" 

The bodhisattva, recovering self-consciousness and coming back from the 
trance, asks the tathagatas the way to attain the truth and the proposition of 
the truth itself as follows: 

bhagavantas tathagata iijfiapayata katharh pratipadyami kidrsarh tattvam 

iti JI 
"O Reverend Lord! Tell me, how and what kind of truth shall I at
tain?''<36) 

All the tathiigatas, accordingly, teach him the so-called 'five-stepped process 
of attaining enlightenment (paficiikariibhisarhbodhi-krama .n.t§nlt-!ffl). The 
bodhisattva. practises as he was taught and attains the highest and complete 
enlightenment on the spot and becomes Vajradhatu Tathagata (4:WnIJJf.tm*). 
Here we notice that the Mahayanic ideal of strenuous effort (~fr), which had 
been proposed by the Vairocan,iibhisarhbodhi-siltra, was surpassed by the 
awakening words abovementioned. Thus, the Tantric ideal of quick attain
ment of enlightenment through the easy practice (£fr) of yoga was declared 
on the basis of a clear methodical consciousness. 

The method of attaining "the truth of all the tathagatas", that is, the 
ultimate truth is shown here, and the bodhisattva Sarvarthasiddhi actually 
attained the ultimate truth by this method. Therefore, we can observe the 
ultimate truth itself and the method of attaining the truth in his 'five-stepped 
process of ataining enlightenment'. 

Each of five steps constituting the whole process are composed of the 
following three factors: 

(a) a step of instruction for observing the truth given by all the tatha
gatas. 

(b) a mantra (mystical spell) which can be substituted for (a). 
(c) Sarv.arthasiddhi's perception of the truth shown in a concrete, sym

bolic figure as the result of (b). 

(35) Horiuchi's text, 18. 
(36) Horiuchi, ibid. 19. 
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For example, the passage which corresponds with the first step, vzz. so
called 'piercing into the mind of enlightenment' (:iffi~fH:!N.,,) is described as 
follows: 

evam ukte sarvatathagatiis tarh bodhisattvam ekaka?J,thenaivam iihulJ, / 
pratipadyasva kulaputra svacittapratyavek~a?J,asamiidhiinena prakrtisid
dhena rucijaptena mantre?J,eti II 

Orh cittaprativedharh karomi II 
atha bodhisattvalJ, sarvatathiigatiin evam .aha / iijniitarh me bhagavan

tas tathiigat,ii"f:t svahrdi candrama?J,<J,aliikiirarh pa.syiimi /< 37 > 

"When (the bodhisattva) asked (the question) abovementioned, all 
the tathiigatas told the bodhisattva in unison as follows: 

'Attain (the mind of enlightenment first) through the meditation of 
observing your own mind carefully, by reciting the following mantra, 
as many times as you like, the efficacy of which is established by 
nature. 

Orh cittaprativedharh karomi 
(Orh I will pierce my mind into its bottom.) 

Then, the bodhisattva said to all the tathagatas as follows: 
'I was taught. 0 Reverend Tathiigatas! I see the appearance of the 

lunar disk on my heart.' 

Here, we must notice first the fact that svacittapratyavek~a?J,asamiidhiinena 
and prakrtisiddhena rucijaptena mantrena are appositional. The word praty
avek~a?J,a instantly reminds us the process of observing each of the one hundred 
and sixty monadic minds individually as we have explained in the previous 
chapter. In the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-siltra, one was ahle to "pierce one's 
own mind to its bottom" and attain the completely purified mind of enlighten
ment only by completing the entire process of accumulating "infinite materials 
of both meritorious deeds and knowledge for an unimaginably long period of 
hundreds of thousands of millions of innumerable aeons" (see p. 181). Here, 
however, the mantra "Orh I will pierce my mind into the bottom" replaces 
the entire process. This is not astonishing, however, for a Tantrist, for 
the simple reason that a mantra has such a miraculous efficacy by nature 
(prakrtisiddha). The laborious process of promoting one's own mind by 
observing layers of one hundred and sixty monadic minds incessantly and by 
overcoming them through actual deeds for the benefit of others, which con
tinues for nearly eternal period of the three great uncountable aeons, was 
thus replaced by an easy practice of simply reciting a mantra as many times 
as one likes. Here, even upiiya, our direct and actual exertions for the benefit 
of others, was replaced by a symbolical deed, not to speak of prajnii, a mental 
operation of observing the essencelessness (silyatii ~'[i). Herein we find a criti-

(37) Horiuchi, ibid. 20,-,21. 
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cal turning point from Mahayana Buddhism or especially the Vairocaniibhi
sarhbodhi-sutra to Tantrism. 

In addition, the attainment of the mind of enlightenment is depicted sym
bolically here through the appearance of the lunar disk on the heart. This 
means that, if one can manipulate the symbolic figure which appears in his. 
mind in meditation, one can conversely control the world of reality through 
it. This idea of controlling the world of reality through the manipulation 
of symbols is represented in the five-stepped process of attaining enlightenment 
which can be summarized according to the three factors above-mentioned as 
follows: <38 ) 

I. The step of piercing into the mind of enlightenment (:im~=§-~1t)). 
(a) "Attain (the mind of enlightenment first) through the medita

tion of observing your mind carefully." 
(b) Orh cittaprativedharh karomi. 

(Orh I will pierce my mind to its bottom.) 
(c) "I see the appearance of the lunar disk on my heart." 

II. The step of realizing the mind of enlightenment ({~=§-~,(:,,). 
(a) "(Your) mind (thus imagined) is (nothing but the universal 

mind) shining by its own nature (prkytiprabhiisvara EI'l'.irn1')." 
(b) Orh bodhicittam utpiid'ayiimi 

(Orh I will make the mind of enlightenment arise.) 
(c) Sarvarthasiddhi actually made the mind of enlightenment arise 

through reciting the mantra (b) which is by nature efficient. He 
says: "I see that the appearance of the lunar disk is nothing but 
the 1 unar disk itself.'' 

III. The step of realizing the adamantine mind ({~~W!lrJ,(:,,). 
(a) "This is the heart of all the tathiigatas for you. You actually 

made your mind of Samantabhadra (~~,(:,,) arise. So as to make 
this arisen mind firm, you should imagine the figure of a vajra
pestle in the lunar disk of your heart through reciting following 
mantra." 

(b) Orh ti~tha vajra. 
(Orh Stand up! 0 Vajral) 

(c) "I see the vajra-pestle in the lunar disk." 

IV. The step of realizing the adamantine body f~~WilrJ.ffir). 
(a) "Make this adamantine mind of Samantabhadra (which is com

posed) of all the tathiigatas firm through the following mantra." 
(b) Orh vajratmako 'ham. 

(Orh I am of the essence of the adamant.) 

(38) Horiuchi, ibid. 20,....,29. 
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(c) The whole adamantine sphere (vajradhatu 4:WilrJ:W) composed of 
the bodies, speeches and minds of all the tathagatas pervading 
the whole sphere of the sky enters into this adamantine exis~ 
tence (sattvavajra i31~4:lifilrJ) (of the bodhisattva Sarvarthasiddhi) 
through the benefit of all the tathagatas. He is invested by all 
the tathagatas with the consecratory name 'Vajradhatu' (4:lifilrJ:W). 
He says: "O Reverend Tathagatas! I see myself as the body 
(composed) of all the tathagatas." 

V. The step of the body of a buddha completed (1t:!tF3~). 
(a) "Imagine yourself as 'the adamantine existence' (sattvavajra) 

which is equipped with all the most excellent aspects (of the 
whole universe) and (at the same time) the figure of a buddha 
(as the centre of the universe)." 

(b) Orh yatha sarvatathiigatas tathiiham. 
(Orh As all the tathagatas are, so am I.) 

(c) Thus, Vajradhatu Bodhisattva attains the highest and complete 
enlightenment. 

Here, with this fifth mantra, "the truth of all the tathagatas", that is, the 
ultimate truth is indicated. This mantra is nothing other than the universal 
formula through which anyone can attain enlightenment quickly and easily 
within his very lifetime (ihaiva janmani). As was mentioned above (seep. 171), 
this formula was interpreted by the subsequent Tantrists as follows: 

"If the individual existence and the ultimate reality are homologous, 
they are one and the same." 

therefore: 
"If the individual existence successfully reorganizes itself to be homologous 
with the ultimate reality, the former can unite itself with the latter." 

This is what we call 'the logic of Tantrism' or 'the logic of yoga'. This 
entire process of five steps itself provides an example of this logic. As the 
bodhisattva Sarviirthasiddhi recited the fourth mantra "Orh vajratmako 'ham" 
(Orh I am of the essence of the adamant), which controls the world of reality, 
the entire adamantine sphere (vajradhatu 4:imJrJ:W), the ultimate reality itself, 
entered into "the adamantine existence" which is the symbolic representation 
imagined in his mind. Thus, "the adamantine existence" was completed as a 
symbolic system representing the adamantine sphere in miniature. Then, he 
imagines himself as identical with this symbol which is "equipped with all 
the most excellent aspects" (sarvakaravaropetarh). It is to be noted that the 
word sarvakaravaropetarh refers to the dharmakaya of a buddha or the whole 
world of reality, while the word buddhabimbam ("equipped with the figure 
of a buddha") refers to a buddha of sarhbhogakaya (the body of enjoyment) 
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which is the centre of the world and is equipped with thirty-two l'akwrJas 

(:=:-r.:=:*§) and eighty anuvyafijanas (/\ -r~ffi). Recitation of the fifth mantra 
"Orn yatha sarvatathagatiis tathaham" ( Orh as all the tathagatas are, so am I) 
makes him realize that he himself is homologous with, and therefore identical 
with the aggregate of all the tathagatas or the entire adamantine sphere as 
he is identical with the symbolic figure which is the miniature of the ada
mantine sphere. Thus, he, while retaining the individual "figure" as the 
centre of the world, becomes the entire world of reality itself. In this manner, 
he, the individual existence, successfully united himself with the ultimate 
reality through the catalytic action of "the adamantine existence", a system 
of symbols constructed mechanically through the recitation of mantras and 
the imagination of symbolic figures. After this, anyone can reorganize himself 
mechanically through reciting mantras and imagining symbolic figures into a 
symbolic system which is homologous with the ultimate reality, and conse
quently unite himself easily and quickly with the ultimate reality. Thus, the 
secret of the quick attainent of enlightenment was revealed. 

The bodhisattva Sarvarthasiddhi attained enlightenment in this manner 
and became Vajradhatu Tathagata (~lfilIIJJy!.tm*) who was. concurrently Sakya
muni Buddha who attained enlightenment on the seat of enlightenment 
bodhi-mar:uJ,a ::g:m~~) under a bodhi-tree on the hank of the River N airafi
jana in the suburbs of Gaya. As soon as Sarvarthasiddhi became the buddha, 
all the tathagatas led him away from this world to "the pavillion with the 
pinnacle of adamantine jewel" (vajrama1J,iratnasikharakutag,ara ~lflilrJ)f:Jr.•]Jt 
:flM) situated on the top of Mt. Sumeru in order to enthrone him as the 
creator of the whole universe (v-isvakarman) as the representative (sarvatath
agata, sg.) of all the tathagatas (sarvatathagata, pl.). 

In the third scene of this mystical drama, all the tathagatas arriving at 
the palace nominate Vajradhatu Tathagata, that is, Vairocana for the position 
of their representative making him ascend the lion-seat as the representative 
of all the tathagatas (sarvatathagatasirhhasana) and sit on the throne facing 
in all the directions. 

Subsequently, the four tathagatas} viz. Ak~obhya (imJmi), Ratnasarhbhava 
(•~), Lokesvararaja (ff!: §tE±) and Amoghasiddhi (~~n.ltffl:) nominate them
selves for the position of representatives (sarvatathagata) of all of the innumer
able tathagatas and sit on all sides of "the Reverend Lord Sakyamuni Tath
agata". Thus, the five tathagatas constituting the adamantine sphere were 
selected. 

According to the Tantric way of thinking, 'when A represents a group B, 
A is identical with the whole of B'. Therefore, these five tathagatas are 
nothing other than all of the innumerable tathagatas filling the whole world 
of reality. In other words, the ultimate reality, with Sakyamuni Buddha as 
its nucleus, appears itself as the aggregate of five tathagatas. Just as a trans
parent solution gels when a drop of reagent is added, as the process of self-
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realization progresses further, the ultimate reality makes its appearance finally 

as the Vajradhiitu-ma1J,i/ala of thirty-seven deities high above the world of 

human beings. 

We can illustrate this process of self-realization of "the adamantine sphere" 

as follows (fig. 3): 

scene iii 
top of Mt. Sumeru 

Vajrama7J,iratnasikhara
kiitagara 

Fig. 3 

scene i 
Akani~tha Heaven 

akani~thadevariijasya bhavana 

Sakyamuni's process of 
accumulating merits 

"The adamantine sphere", the world of reality as the aggregate of all the 

innumerable tathiigatas can be expressed hy two concentric circles. The inner 

circle corresponds to the central circle of the ma1J,.c;lala of the Vairocaniibhi

sarhbodhi-siltra (fig. 1) and represents Vairocana Tathagata. The outer circle 

corresponds to the centre and inner two layers of fig. 1 or the inner circle (A) 

of fig. 2 within which there is no difference of brightness. When this "ada

mantine sphere" is situated on "the palace of the king of the AkaniHha deities" 

(akani~thadevariijasya bhavana) (scene i.), these two circles are drawn with 

dotted lines as the sphere has not yet made its appearance to us existing on 

earth. When Sakyamuni Buddha, who can also be represented by the central 

circle of fig. 1, appears on the earth after completing the process of accumu

lating merits over the three great uncountable aeons, the concentric circles 

of "the adamantine sphere" descend from the Akani~tha heaven, its inner 

circle overlapping with the circle of Sakyamuni is solidified and Vairocana, 

who is an imaginary or ideal being in the Akani~tha heaven, is actualized 
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for the first time when he descends to the earth synchronously with Sakya
muni's attainment of enlightenment (scene ii.). 

The world of reality which has descended to the earth springs up to the 
top of Mt. Sumeru in the next moment and disappears from the earth. Here 
at "the pavillion with the pinnacle of adamantine jewel" (scene iii.), the world 
of reality actualizes itself as the Vajradhatu-ma7J,d,ala, viz. the aggregate of 
five tathagatas or five families of tathagatas. Only when "the adamantine 
sphere" as the aggregate of all the innumerable tathagatas is concretized as 
the aggregate of five tathagatas, can we imagine it and make ourselves homolo
gous with is through the manipulation of symbols. 

Here, it must again be noted that this maJJd,ala of the Tattvasarhgraha
tantra does not contain any distinctions of brightness and that for us who 
live on earth it exists externally. Homogenuity and externality are the two 
special features of the maJJ,d,ala of the religion of yogins or sitting meditators 
who attempt to unite themselves with the external absolute through the yogic 
practice. 

ii. The New Concept of Quick Attainment of Enlightenment 

Having noted this process of the self-development of "the adamantine 
sphere" which descends from the Akani$tha heaven to the earth and springs 
up in the next moment to the· top of Mt. Sumeru just like a hall bounded on 
the floor, we may possibly interpret the image of the world of the Tattva
sarhgraha-tantra in the same way as we interpreted the world of the Vairo
canabhisarhbodhi-sutra, attaching importance to our world, J ambiidvipa. 

Sakyamuni appeared on the earth as a buddha after completing "all kinds 
of difficult deeds" over the period of the three great uncountable aeons. By 
becoming a buddha, he made himself the nucleus of "the adamantine sphere", 
and made "the adamantine sphere" which had existed as dynamis or as an 
ideal or possible being actual in its turn as the Vajradhatu-maJJ,d,ala composed 
of five tathagatas or five families of tathagatas. "The adamantine sphere" or 
the universal buddha Mahavairocana perpetually exists pervading the whole 
universe, but it is not significant for us until it actualizes itself as a maJJ,d,ala 
visible to us. 5,670,000,000 years subsequent to Sakyamuni, Maitreya Buddha 
will appear on earth, make himself Vairocana, the centre of the world of 
reality, and thereby cause the world of reality, the universal buddha Maha
vairocana to shine forth. Similarly, innumerable buddhas will appear on the 
earth (Jambiidvipa) one after another, and Vairocana will continue shining 
at the centre of the universe. We also in our turn, after completing the 
process of accumulating two kinds of merits over the period of the three great 
uncountable aeons, will appear on earth as buddhas and cause the world 
of reality to shine forth. Therefore, everyone of us is responsible for the 
existence of the world of reality and is requested to continue incessantly both 
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moral and intellectual efforts for the sake of others and ourselves. 

This romantic interpretation is not untenable. In fact, the thousand 

buddhas of this aeon (bhadrakalpa ~t)J) are waiting for the time when they 

will attain enlightenment and make the whole ma1J,q.,ala shine forth as the 

centre of the world of reality. On the other hand, however, a completely new 
method of attaining enlightenment is also presented here. The Mahayanic 

ideal of attaining enlightenment through difficult deeds has been rejected by 

the awakening words abovementioned (see p. 199), the meaning of which is 

as follows: 

"If you do not know the truth of the universe, you can not attain en

lightenment even thought you complete the entire process of accumulating 

merits over the three great uncountable aeons." 

One can attain enlightenment not by accumulating merits but by realizing 
the ultimate truth which was revealed as the fifth mantra of the five-stepped 

process of attaining enlightenment (:li;f:§nlt~I!). Sakyamuni's actual attain
ment of enlightenment was not a result of the completion of the entire process 

of accumulating merits, but rather a result of the practice of the five-stepped 

process of attaining enlightenment. His accumulation of merits had nothing 

to do with his attainment of enlightenment structurally. In the Tattvasarh

graha-tantra, an individual existence is requested structurally to do nothing 
more than provide the mouth which recites mantras, the mind which imagines 

symbolic figures and the hands which bind finger-postures (mudra ~P~)- The 

ultimate reality had already appeared at "the pavillion with the pinnacle of 
adamantine jewel" on the top of Mt. Sumeru as the Vajradhatu-ma1J,q.,ala of 
thirty-seven deities. 

The Tattvasarhgraha-tantra mentions four kinds of mudras., viz. mahii

mudrii (::k~P), that is, the thirty-seven deities expressed in pictures or statues, 
samayamudra (::::~Jf~ ~P), the hand-postures expressing these deities by assum
ing the emblems of each of them, dharmamudrii (¥.¼~P), that is, the mantras 

or syllables (bija ;fi-=f) which indicate each of these deities and karmamudrii 

(~~~P), hand-postures expressing actions of each of these ·deities. Each of 

these four kinds of symbols can serve as a substitute for the deities which 
they symbolize. The symbol is identical to the symbolized. Through the 

monumentous fact of Sakyamuni's attainment of enlightenment, the ultimate 
reality has been actualized as the Vajradhatu-nia1J,q.,ala of thirty-seven deities. 

If one recites. the five mantras of the five-stepped process of attaining enlighten
ment and imagines the transformation of the symbolic figure in one's mind, 

one instantly enters into the centre of the mar;,Q.,ala and attains enlightenment. 

Or if one imagines figures of thirty-seven deities in one's mind, recites mantras 

or syllables of each of these deities and binds hand-postures (mudra) of them 
in regular succession, one can transform oneself into symbolic representation 
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of "the adamantine sphere" and unite oneself with it on the spot as one is 
completely homologous with it. Since Sakyamuni has attained enlightenment, 
we need not perform any deeds of accumulating merits. This is the new 
concept of quick attainment of enlightenment which is completely antithetical 
to the Mahayanic idea of the gradual attainment of enlightenment advocated 
in the Vairocanabhisarhbod'hi-sutra. 

In the Vairocanabhisarhbodhi-sutra, both prajfia, the wisdom of observing 
essencelessness (sunyatii _7=g 1[1i), and upaya, actual deeds performed through 
compassion (karur;ii ~~) for the benefit of others, were indispensable in 
allowing a person to exist in the world of reality. Unlike prajfia} upaya could 
not be substituted by a symbol as it was actual and direct to the end. The 
practicer of the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra very easily passed over the ridge which 
the Mahayanic practicer of the Vairocanabhisarhbodhi-sutra did not dare pass 
over, his yogic manner of thinking allowing him to do so. As we have already 
mentioned (see p. 168), the follower of the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra is a solitary 
yogin confronting the absolute by himself. For him the actual world, society 
or the existence of others is of no significance. For him capabilities; ethical 
or religious efforts anµ even the friendliness and mercy towards others (~~), 
that is, the essential virtµe of Mahayana Buddhism, are not at all necessary. 
This feature of Tantrism is the most clearly expressed in the following passage 
which mentions the adventitiousness of such capabilities as qualifications for 
entering the Vajradhatu-mar_uJ,ala: 

"Then, I will show the extensive ritual of entering into the Grand 
mar_uJ,ala of the Vajradhatu and other (rituals) for an adamantine disciple. 

First of all, the purpose of entering (into the Vajradhatu-ma1J,q,ala) 
is to attain the aim of the highest accomplishment of saving all living 
beings of the world without remainder and without leavings, and making 
them all prosperous and comfortable. In this case, it should not be 
decided whether or not he is competent for entering into the Grand 
ma1J4'ala. What is the reason? 

0 Reverend Tathagatasl There might be some people who commit 
great crimes. However, once they see this Grand ma1J,q,ala of the Vajra
dhatu and enter into it, they will get rid of all the crimes. 

0 Reverend Tathagatasl There might be some people who are covet
ous of all kinds of food, drink and objects of sense, who hate religious 
precepts (samaya =:~JIB) and who are not competent for preparatory 
rites. Nevertheless, once they enter into this (Vajradhatu-mar,iq,ala), all 
the desires will be fulfilled completely even for them as things are effected 
in conformance with their desire (in this maJJ,q,ala). 

0 Reverend Tathagatasl There might be some people who indulge 
in all kinds of dances, songs, comical or lascivious dances, food and games, 
entering into the maf}q,alas of the families of heretical deities without 
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realizing the truth through the clear understanding of the Mahayana of 

all the tathagatas. They do not enter into the ma,:idala of the family of 

all the tathagatas which is the aggregate of those which fulfill all the 

desires and which brings about the highest pleasure, satisfaction and joy, 

as they are frightened by the fear of moral precepts. For these people 

who face the evil ma,:iif,alas, it is suitable to enter into the Grand 

ma,:idala of the Vajradhiitu as they can enjoy the pleasure and happiness 

of the highest accomplishment of all the pleasures and joys, and turn 

back from the way leading to all evil states. 

Furthermore, 0 Reverend Tathagatas! There might be some virtuous 

people who, wishing to attain the enlightenment of a buddha by means 

of the highest accomplishment of precepts, concentration of mind and 

wisdom, make efforts on the (four) stages of meditation, (eight kinds of) 

getting rid (of attachments) and so on. Still they might be afflicted (not 

getting enlightenment). For them, the state of all the tathagatas is not 

difficult to attain simply by entering into the Grand ma,:icJ.,ala of the 

Vajradhiitu on the spot, much less the other accomplishments." (39) 

Thus, the new concept of quick attainment of enlightenment (gPJtnlt1~) 

was declared definitely and logically as the antithesis of the Mahayanic ideal 

of the gradual attainment of enlightenment through the accumulation of 

moral and intellectual merits. The secret of the quick attainment of enlighten

ment was actually presented to everyone in a logically thorough manner. 

However, this logical thoroughness, extreme easiness and quickness of attain

ing enlightenment, and the structural adventitiousness of moral and intel

lectual efforts, in short, all the features of this Tantric concept of quick 

attainment of enlightenment effected the dissolution of the religion of the 

Tattvasarhgraha-tantra itself. When it declared "the truth of all the tathii

gatas" or the universal formula of quick attainment of enlightenment tri

umphantly, it found itself standing on the brink of the dizzy precipice of 

nihilism. This religious vacuity undoubtedly caused great uneasiness in the 

minds of subsequent Tantrists and drove them to the opposite extreme. In 

fact, a group of Tantrists who were the orthodox inheritors of the religion 

of the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra took as their recourse the hideous and repulsive 

cult of cemetery (smasana). 

IV. The Hevajra-tantra: Buddhism of Cemetery 

i. The Group of Y oginis: the New Matrix of Enlightenment 

The most definite description of the religion of Buddhist immigrants to 

(39) Horiuchi, ibid. 210,-,213. 
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'the cult of cemetery (smasiina Ft,{()' centered on a group of yoginis (yogini
cakra fi«{fJot:ifmi) can be found in a passage of the Hevajra-tantra (HV. I.v.4.,-., 
8.), which has been reconstructed by D.L. Snellgrove as follows: 

mudrii!J, paiieakuliiniti kathyate mok~ahetunii II 
vajreJJ,a mudryate 'nena mudrii teniibhidhiyate II (4) 
Vajra Padma tatha Karma Tathiigata Ratnaiva ea II 
kulani paiieavidhiiny iihur uttamiini mahakrpa II (5) 
Vajre J?ombi bhaven mudrii Padme Narti tathaiva ea II 
Karma1Ji Rajaky akhyiit.a Brahma1Ji ea Tathagate II (6) 
Ratne Ca1Jcf,iilini jiieya paiieamudra viniscit.al; II 
tathiigatakularri, caitat sarri,k~epeniibhidhiyate II (7) 
tathat.ay,arri, gata!J, srimiin iigatas ea tathaiva ea II 
anaya prajiiayii yuktyli tathiigato 'bhidhiyate II (8)<40

> 

"(4) In order that one may gain release, these Mudra are identified 
with the Five Families. She is called Mudra or Sign, because she is signed 
with the Vajra. 

(5) Vajra, Padma, Karma, Tathagata, Ratna; these are known as, the 
Five Families supreme, 0 thou of great compassion. (6 and 7) These then 
are their five Mudra: J?ombi for Vajra, Narti for Padma, Rajaki for 
Karma, Brahmar,ii for Tathagata, and Car,ic;lalini for Ratna. For short, 
they are called the families of the tathagatas. (8) He enters supreme 
reality, he the Blessed One, and comes just as he went, and so on account 
of this play on words, it's as Tathagata he's known."< 41> 

However, this reconstruction, especially verse 6, the essential part of this 
passage, is difficult to support on the basis of the manuscripts,( 42 > we have 
examined thus far. We would reconstruct it as follows: 

(40) D. L. Snellgrove, The Hevajra Tantra A Critical Study. Part II, p. 16. 
(41) Snellgrove, ibid. Part II, p. 61. 
(42) MS belonging to the University of Tokyo, No. 511 (dated 1595 A.D.) 

vajrarh <J,ombi bhavet mudrii padmarh tti tathaiva ea I 
katma rajaki sadakhyiitii brahma,r:ii ea tathiigati / (llb. 2,-,3) 

MS belonging to the University of Tokyo, No. 509' (dated 1830 A.D.) 
vajrarh (Iambi bhavyan mudrif, padma nartti tathaiva ea / 
karmma rajaki sadiikhyiitii brahmani ea tathiigati II (8a. l,..__,2) 

MS belonging to the University of Tokyo, No. 512' (dated 1844 A.D.) 
vajrarh ·(Iambi bhaven mudra padman nartti tathaiva ea / 
karma rajaki sadiikhyata brahmar:ii ea tathagati I (9b. 6,-,IOa. 1) 

MS belonging to the University of Tokyo, No. 510 (not dated) 
vajrarh ef,ombi bhaven mudra padmarh natti tathaiva ea / 
karmma rarhjaki (?) samakhyata brahmar:ii ea tathagata II (7b. 5,..__,6) 

MS belonging to the University of Kyoto, No. 2252787 (dated 1911 A.D.) 
vajra <J,ombi bhaven mudra padma nartti tathaiva ea II 
karma rajaki samakhyata brahmar:ii ea tathiagati II (8a. 8,..__,8b. 1) 
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mudra!J, paficakuliiniti kathyate moklahetunii / 

vajrer:ia mudryate 'nena mudra teniibhidhiyate 11411 
vajrapadmarh tathii karma tathagatarh ratnam eva ea / 

kulani pafieavidhany ahur uttamani mahiikrpa II 5 II 
vajrarh cJ,ombi bhaven mudrii padmarh narti tathaiva ea / 

karma rajaki samiikhyatii briihmar:ii ea tathiigati ll6II 
ratnarh ear:icJ,,alini jfieya pafieamud'ra viniscitii!J, / 

tathiigatakularh eaitat sarhk{'epeniibhidhiyate 117 II 
tathat.aya gata!J, sriman agatas ea tathaiva ea / 

anaya prajfiaya yuktya tathagato 'bhidhiyate 11811 

This reconstruction offers a clear vision of a new stage of Tantric Bud

dhism which has overcome successfully the unrealistic or ideal character of 

the religion of the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra and has recovered religious 'sub

stantiality' on the basis of the psychological and physiological strain ex

perienced during the hideous and, at the same time, enchanting cults of the 

group of yoginis. We can translate this passage as follows: 

"The fact that the five mud'riis (which constitute the group of yoginis) 

are nothing other than the five families (of tathagatas constituting the 

Vajradhatu-mar:icJ,ala of the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra< 43 )) is declared to be 

the cause of (attaining) liberation. She (that is, a yogini) is called mudrii 

or sign as she is signed with an adamant (vajra) (4). 

Vajra, Padma, Karma, Tathagata and Ratna are said to be the five 

highest kinds of families, 0 you of great compassion (5)1 

The mudra :Qombi is (nothing other than) the Vajra (-family), and 

likewise, (the mudrii) Narti is (nothing other than) the Padma (-family). 

(The mudrii) Rajaki is said to be (nothing other than) the Karma (-family), 

and (the mudra) Brahmar:ii is (the mudra who is nothing other than) the 

Tathagata (-family) (6). 

Carp;lalini is known to be (nothing other than) the Ratna (-family). 

(Thus,) five families are set down. In short, (the whole of) this (world of 

reality which is the aggregate of these five mud'riis or five families) is 

(nothing other than the centre of the world i.e.) the Tathagata-family (7). 

(The Lord Hevajra), the auspicious one, who has gone to reality (tathatii), 

and who has come back from (the reality) is called tathagata because he 

is united with prajna (the wisdom of enlightenment which is at the same 

time a woman called mudra or an aggregate of those mudras, that is, 

yogini-cakra) (8)." 

(43) In the Hevajra-tantra, the mar:uf,ala is described in conformity to the Tattvasarhgraha

tantra. yatha Tattvasamgrahe ma1:uf,alavidhis tatha kartavya1'(1, II "The mav4ala-rituaI 

should be performed as it is given in the Tattvasa1'(1,graha." HV. II. v. 57. Snellgrove, 

ibid. Part II, p. 84, Part I, p. 113. 
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In the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra, the ultimate reality appeared in a imagi
nary, mystical region of the Akani~tha heaven high above the world. Practicers 
should have been able to unite themselves with this ultimate reality very 
easily and very quickly only by reciting mantras, binding mudras (hand
postures) and imagining symbolic figures (samaya :=:::~Jf~%) in the mind. 
Qualifications, abilities and efforts moral or intellectual were not necessary. 
In short, they did not have to do anything 'religious'. This complete ease 
of attaining enlightenment, however, caused the distinction between the en
lightened state and the non-enlightened state to be minimized. Though they 
may attain enlightenment, they would not be able to confirm it objectively 
or subjectively on psychological and physiological grounds. Thus, the methodi
cal completion of the idea of quick attainment of enlightenment in the 
Tattvasarhgraha-tantra resulted in 'religious vacuity'. This 'vacuity' caused 
strong anxiety, and this anxiety in turn drove them to another extreme; the 
extreme Numinose of the heretical cult of cemetery (smasana). This provided 
a psychological strain through the hideous, sanguinary and horrible cults of 
a cemetery filled with a putrid smell, as well as the strong physiological stimuli 
of the sexual yogic practice experienced in the group of bewitching yoginis. 
Thus they established the religion of the Hevajra-tantra, the characteristics 
of which were fully indicated in the above quotation. 

In this quotation, the five families comprising the Vajradhiitu-ma1J,</,ala 
have been replaced with the group of five mudr,as or yoginis (fig. 4). 

8 
088 

8 
980 

8 
--------~------------------------------------=----~ 

The Vajradhatu-ma'f}qala 
composed of five families 

of 
the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra 

Fig. 4 

Group of yoginzs (yoginz-cakra) 
of 

the H evajra-tantra 

Now, "the adamantine sphere" appears not in the lofty, imaginary region 
of the AkaniHha heaven but on earth as a group of yoginis with which one 
can unite oneself actually through sexual yogic practice. The one and only 
God Hevajra who is sexually united with the group of five yogi'nis is nothing: 
other than the dharmakaya (~~' the body of the ultimate reality) of Vairo-
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cana who is. himself the aggregate of the five families of the Vajradhatu

matuf,ala as well as the one and only being subsuming the whole ma1J,{f,ala. 

A buddha in the dharmakiiya form, constituting both the whole of the ma1J,d,ala 

and the centre of the mary,.d,ala, as was referred to in the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi

sutra and the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra in idea only, actually appeared on the 

earth as the demonic God Heruka, alias Hevajra. 

The group of yoginis has decisive reality. It is nothing other than the 

female principle prajfiii and in this quotation it is regarded as tathatii (~tm). 

It is a new, real matrix in which enlightenment is realized certainly on 

psychological and physiological grounds. Therefore, as is indicated by the 

axiom 'prajiia plus upaya is bodhicitta' (see p. 180), the God Hevajra, who is 

by himself the male principle upaya, is realized as the ultimate reality 

bodhicitta as long as his is united with these yoginis. A practicer who regards 

himself as Hevajra, visiting a group of these yoginis in a place of cemetery 

and practising sexual yoga with them, attains enlightenment on the spot. 

In the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra, the enlightenment should be possible for 

anyone, regardless of their personal qualifications or abilities, if only they 

enter into the ma1J,d,'ala. In the Hevajra-tantra, it has become possible for one 

to enter into the mary,d,ala actually. Thus, a concrete method to realize the 

ideal of the quick attainment of enlightenment declared in the Tattvasarh

graha-tantra was presented in the Hevajra-tantra. 

ii. The Fourth Consecration: The Critical Turn of the Hevajra-tantra 

In the Hevajra-tantra, which synthesized the Tantric logic of yoga de

clared in the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra and the cult of cemetery, Tantrism 

developed to its apex. Though it was a clever device of the author of the 

Hevajra-tantra to identify the group of yoginis with the Vajradhiitu-maJJ,dala, 

the matrix of enlightenment, when, following the Mahayanic tendency within 

himself, he regarded each of the five yoginis or mudr,iis as completely identical 

with the corresponding families of the Vajradhatu-maJJ,d,ala, he betrayed, if 

not consciously, the Tantric logic of symbolism. When we say, according to 

the Tantric way of thinking, "if a symbol A symbolizes B, A is identical with 

B" or "when A represents a group B, A is identical with the whole B", it 

is tacitly understood that A and B are objectively different. Therefore, when 

the author of the Hevajra-tantra attempted to symbolize the Vajradhiitu of 

five families by a group of yoginis or mudriis, he should have been contented 

with the fact that a yogini or a mudrii and a family of the Vajrad'hatu are 

different from one another and that the former is only a symbol or a repre

sentative of the latter. For example, in the first piida of the verse 5 of the 

above quotation, viz. "vajrarh <Jombi bhaven", J?ombi should have remained 

different from the Vajra-family of the Vajradhiitu serving merely as a repre

sentati"\ie 0£ or a substitute for the latter as was indicated by Snellgrove's 
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reconstruction "Vajre J?ombi bhaven". The author of the Hevajra-tantra, 
however, went beyond himself and regarded :Qombi one and the same with 
the Vajra-family. When he did, though perhaps not consciously, he no longer 
placed entire confidence in the Tantric logic of symbolism. He removed the 
distinction between :Qombi and the Vajra-family so as to emphasize their 
essential identity, and through this unnecessary identification he made the 
relation between the symbol and the symbolized something metaphorical or 
conventional. It could be assumed that this identification of mud'riis and the 
families of the Vajrad'hatu was an accidental slip of the pen. However, the 
same tendency of taking the efficacy of symbolism only as metaphorical or 
conventional can be found in the system of consecration peculiar to the 
Hevajra-tantra; that is, the fourth consecration. Consecration is the most 
essential cult for a Tantrist. 

In the Hevajra-tantra, the system of consecration is composed of follow
ing four kinds of consecrations: 

(1) aciirya-abhi~eka (lii=iJIWJ~fl]t consecration to become a master) 
(2) guhya-abhi~eka (~lPitzlJJi, the secret consecration) 
(3) prajnjn,ana-abhi~ka (~tf:j'fln:{, the consecration to acquire prajnii

wisdom or acquire wisdom through prajn.a} a woman) 
(4) caturtha-abhi~eka (~!Z9zln:i, the fourth consecration) 

The first is the usual consecration to become a master. It is also called 
kalasa-abhi~eka (the consecration with a pitcher), in which water gathered 
from the five oceans of the world, symbolizing the five kinds of wisdom (1£:1') 
which constitute the dharmakaya of Vairocana, viz. bodhicitta (the mind of 
enlightenment), is poured from a pitcher on the top of the head of a disciple 
so as to implant the five kinds of wisdom within him. 

The second is said to be the original consecration of the Guhyasamiija
tantra. The master (iic.arya) who is identified with Vajrasattva ('adamantine
being' who is both the absolute reality itself and a concrete being) practises 
sexual yoga with a beautiful girl of sixteen years old (mahiimud'r,ii, the material 
aspect of the entire ma1J,,cJ,ala and at the same time a woman) who was dedi
cated to him by the desciple during her menstruation. The master drops the 
bodhicitta, the mixture of his semen (upaya) and the menstrual fluid of the 
girl (prajnii), into the mouth of the disciple whose eyes are bound with a 
cloth, and thus implants the bodhicitta within him. 

The third is thought to be the original consecration of the Buddhist 
immigrants to the cult of cemetery, and is performed in conformance with 
the idea of the structure of the human body, thought to be borrowed from 
the cult of cemetery. 

There are two veins (niicJ,i) on both sides of the central or spinal vein 
Avadhitti} viz. Lalana (left) and Rasanii (right). Lalanii conveys prajnii and 
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Rasana conveys upiiya. Through the sexual yoga, bodhicitta, the mixture of 
prajiia and upaya, occurs at the confluence of these two veins. Through yogic 
practice, the yogin makes this bodhicitta ascend through the central vein 
Avadhuti. Avadhuti runs through four cakras (similar to nerve centres), viz. 

nirmiiJJ,a-cakra, dharma-cakra, sarhbhoga-cakra and mahiisukha-cakra which are 
imagined to be located in the navel, in the heart, in the throat and in the head as 
sixty-four petalled, eight petalled, sixteen petalled and thirty-two petalled respec
tively. As the bodhicitta passes through these four cakras in regular succession, 
the four kinds of pleasures, viz. iinanda (usual sexual pleasure), paramiinanda 

(the supreme pleasure), viramananda (pleasure no longer sexual) and sahajii

nanda (the innate pleasure) are experienced. The last of these four, which is ex
perienced when the bodhicitta attains to the cakra in the head, viz. mahasukha

cakra (the cakra of the great pleasure) is the great pleasure (mahasukha ::i(~) 
which is an aspect of the ultimate reality and is nothing other than the state 
of enlightenment.(44) This. idea of mahasukha as the state of enlightenment 
or as an aspect of dharmakiiya obviously corresponds to the aspect of ananda 
of brahman, the universal reality of Brahmanic Philosophy, which is equipped 
with three aspects, viz. sat (substantiality), cit (spirituality) and iinanda 

(pleasure). 
In the prajiiiijiiana-abhi~eka, the master (acarya) makes the disciple prac

tice in turn sexual yoga with the girl and teaches, him the process of promoting 
bodhicitta allowing him experience himself the pleasures of each stage. This 
process is a homologous miniaturization of the Mahayanic process of accumu
lating merits over the period of the three great uncountable aeons. 

When the bodhicitta of the disciple reaches the mahasy,kha-cakra located 
in the head, according to the Tantric logic of symbolism, he should enter in 
to the sphere of the universal pleasure, or the ultimate state of enlightenment. 
He should have nothing more to do; still he goes beyond this. 

The disciple, having attained the great pleasure through his yogic practice 
with the girl who was once given to the master, rejoices. He thanks the master 
heartily and gives him a great amount of honorarium. He even offers him 
himself as a slave as well as his wife and children, and subsequently asks to 
receive the fourth consecration. The master, according to the Sarhputodbhava

tantra "will give him the (precious) consecration like a jewel with nothing 
but words, which the disciple will realize later" (vacaiva dadyad abhi.yekarat
nam / pa.scat svasarhvedayate sa si~yal). <45 ) //). The fourth consecration is the 
consecration with words, or Upani~adic teaching of the secret expression in 

(44) For this idea of the structure of the human body, see S. Tsuda, 1iz:8i!iiffi.:::Jl?j<O)$;_tfflftJ, 
Wi=ptt5tt1±3!M&\~fffa~ 1 1/ r ,f~M~U:: {~~JI, Tokyo, 1974, p. 293 f. 

(45) For the Sanskrit text of the chapter of consecration of the Samputodbhava-tantra, see 
S. Tsuda, The Rite of Consecration in the Samputodbhava-tantra, Studies in Buddhist 
Thought. Dedicated to Professor Jio Okuda in Commemoration of his Seventy-seventh 
Birthday, Kyoto, 19-76, p. 1131 f. 
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the form of maxims. 
According to the Tantric way of thinking, there can be no truth which 

can not be attained through Tantric practice of manipulating symhols. The 
yogic practice of the third consecration was perfectly successful in symbolyzing 
the world of reality. It should have convinced the disciple that the pleasure 
he experienced in the consecration is nothing otp.er than the universal pleasure 
which is an aspect of the ultimate reality. There should be no further truth 
to be received through words. Still in the fourth consecration, the truth was 
to be taught with words. Thus the system of the Hevajra-tantra itself betrayed 
Tantrism. Here, we notice the critical turn, or rather a critical turning back 
from Tantrism to Mahayana Buddhism. 

What was the ultimate truth then? Bu ston (1290-1364 A.D.) offers 
in his, dpal bde mchog sdom pa l,tbyun bafJ,i dkyil fJ,khor gyi cha ga dri ma 
med pal,ti chit rgyun,< 46 ) the following sentence, which appears at the end of 
the Hevajra-tantra, as the substance of the fourth consecration: 

idarh jfiiinarh mahiisuk~marh vajramar:,4,arh nabhopamam / 
virajarh mok~adarh siintarh pita te tvam asi svayam II (HV. II. xii. 4.) 
"This wisdom is very subtle; it is the cream of the adamant and is like 
the empty sky. 
It is free from the dust (of passion), brings about liberation and.is tranquil. 
You are your self your own father."< 47 ) 

Followers of the He_vajra-tantra were betrayed in the last moment in the 
Hevajra-tantra itself through this verse. In time, however, recovering from 
bewilderment, they again rose from meditation and started on a pilgrimage 
attempting to realize this Upani~adic, enigmatic remark that "you are your
self your own father". Since the yogic practice of Tantrism was judged as a 
conventional means only, they had nothing left other than the Mahayanic 
practice through which to solve the mystery of this remark. This can be 
attested to by the fact that the system of pilgrimage places (pitha) was very 
quickly consolidated in the short period of transition from the Hevajra-tantra 
to the subsequent Sarhvarodaya-tantra. 

V. The Fate of Tantric Buddhism 

i. The Theory of Pilgrimage Places 

The practice of pilgrimage did exist in the time of the _Hevajra-tantra. 
The followers of the Hevajra-tantra actually visited sacred places of the cult 
(46) The Collected Works of Bu ston, edit. by Lokesh Chandra, Ja,-593-5,-,6. 
(47) Snellgrove, ibid. Part II, 100, Part I, p. 119. 
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of yoginis in quest of a group of yoginis external to them just as the Vajra

dhiitu-ma1J,q.,ala was external to the followers of the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra. 

They did go on pilgrimages, but, pilgrimage itself was not essential for them. 

If a group of yoginis could have been found nearby, it would have eliminated 

the need for pilgrimage. 
The pilgrimage places (pitha) and names of countries or cities are enumer

ated though not systematically in the Hevajra-tantra as follows: 

"[vajragarbha uviiea] / 

he bhagavan ke te meliipakasthiiniily, II 
b hagaviin iiha / 

Pithan eopapithafi ea k$etrafi eopak$etram eva ea / 

chandohafi eopaeehandoharh meliipakopame liipakam tathii II l O II 
pilavopapilavafi eaiva smasiinopasmasiinafi ea I 

etii dviidasabhumayalJ, / 

dasabhumisvaro niitha ebhir anyair na kathyate llllll 
[vajragarbha uviiea] / 

he bhagavan ke te pithiidayaJ:i II 
b hagaviin iiha 

pitharh jiilandhararh khyiitam oq.,iyiinarh tathaiva ea / 

pitharh pur1J,agiris caiva kiimaruparh tathaiva ea lll211 
upapitharh miilavam proktarh sindhur nagaram eva ea / 

k$etrarh munmuni khyiitarh k$etrarh kiiru1J,yapiitakam / 

devikotarh tathii k$etrarh k$etrarh karmiirapiitakam II 13 II 
upak.retrarh kulatii proktam arbudafi ea tathaiva ea / 

godiivari himiidris ea upak$etrafi ea sarhk$epatalJ, II l 411 
chandoharh harikelafi ea lavanasiigaramadhyajam / 

lamplikarh kiificikafi eaiva saurii$trafi ea tathaiva ea II l 511 
kalingam upacehandoharh dvipaii ciimikariinvitam / 

koka1J,afi eopaechandoharh samiiseniibhidhiyate lll6II 
pilavarh griimiintastharh pilavarh nagarasya ea / 

earitrarh kosalaFi, eaiva vindhyii kaumarapaurikii / 

upapilavarh tatsannivesarh vajragarbha mahakr:pa II l 711 
smasiinarh pretasamhiitarh smasiinarh eodadhes tatalJ, I 
udyiinarh vapikiitiram upasmasiinarh nigadyate lll8lf' 48

> 

In this passage, the list of ten kinds of pithas and places which correspond 

to them is as follows: 

(1) pitha: a. Jalandhara b. Oc;liyana c. Paurr;iagiri d. Kamariipa 

(2) upapitha: a. Ma.lava b. Sindhu c. N agara 

(3) k$etra: a. Munmuni b. Karur;iyapataka c. Devikota d. Karmara

pataka 
--------
(48) cf. Snellgrove, ibid. Part II, p. 21,-,24. 
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(4) upak~etra: a. Kulata b. Arbuda c. Godavari d. Himadri 
(5) ehandoha: a. Harikera b. (the place) arisen in the middle of the 

salt-ocean c. Lampaka d. Kaficika e. Saura.Hra 
(6) upaeehandoha: Kaliriga b. the island of gold c. Koka:i:ia 
(7) pilava: a. (the place) on the boundary of the village b. (the place 

on the boundary) of the city c. Cari tra d. Kosala 
e. Vindya f. Kaumarapaurika 

(8) upapilava: a. (the place) near to it 
(9) smasana: a. (the place) where dead spirits haunt b. the ocean-shore 
(10) upasmasana: a. the garden b. the shore of the pool 

Here, melapaka and upamelapaka which appeared in verse 10 were elimi
nated. Some of these names of places appear to be imaginary or to be mere 
modifiers; the number of these places is difficult to determine. However, in 
the Sarhvarodaya-tantra which follows the Hevajra-tantra, the system of the 
places of pilgrimage has been consolidated firmly as is shown in the following 
passage of the chapter 9 of the tantra: 

madyamarhsapriya nityarh lajjiibhayaniisani ea ya / 
<J,iikinikulasariibhutal_i sahaja iti kathyate / 

dese dese 'bhijayante yoginifJ, sevayet sad,a II I2II 
pithopapithak~etropak~etraeehandohopaeehandohamelapakopa 
melapakam/ 
smasanafi eopasmasanafi ea jambudvipe vyavasthitalJ II I 311 
pitharh pitrJJ,agirau khyatarh pitharh jalandhararh tatha / 

o<J,iyanarh tatha pitharh pitham arbudam eva ea II I 411 
godavary upapitarh sy,at tatha riimesvarii dvayam / 

devikotabhidhanafi ea malavafi eopapithakam II I 511 
kamaruparh dvyarh k~etram o<J,rak~etrabhidhanakam / 

trisakuny upak~etrarh syat kosalas eopak~etrakam III6II 
kalingalarhpakayos ea eehandohafi ea tathaiva ea / 

kafieika eopaeehandoharh himalaya vise~ata!J II I 711 
pretadhiviisini mela grhadevatam eva ea / 

saura~tre suvarJJ,advipe ea upame liipakadvayam II I 8 II 
smasanarii pataliputram smasanarh sindhum eva ea I 
marukulatadvayasthiinam upasmasana kathyate II I 911 
bahyapithan tatha khyatam adhyatmarh deham ueyate / 

svadehe na<J,ikaruparh pithanameti kirtitam 112011 
tadruparh devatakararh tenadhyiitmavyavasthiti!J / 

tena tatp,iJJ,rJ,amayarii deharh sarvabuddhasamo hy asau ll2 l II 
pitham pramudit.a bhumir upapitharh vimala tatha / 

k~etram prabhakari bhumir arei~maty upak~etrakam 112211 
chandoho 'bhimukhi jneyopacchandohaJ:t sudurjaya / 
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dilrangameti mela syiid acalakhyopamelakam //23// 
smasanam sadhumati caiva dharmameghopasmasanakam / 
bhumipithiidisarhsuddhim kathayiimi yathakramam //24// 
pithopapithasevanan nirmalo bhavati manava'!J, / 
bhraman nimittarh sarhlakzya nirvikalpena dhimata!J, //25/;c49

l 

"A woman who is always fond of meat and spirituous liquors and forgets 
shame and fear is said to be an 'innate woman' born of the <J,iikini family. 
They are born in each district; (these) yoginis should be worshipped at all 
times (12). 

(The places of pilgrimage, that is,) pitha ('the seat'), upapitha ('the sub
sidiary seat'), k~etra ('the field'), upak~etra ('the subsidiary field'), chandoha, 
upacchandoha~ melapaka ('the meeting-place'), upamelapaka ('the subsidiary 
meeting-place'), smasana ('the cemetery') and upasmasana ('the subsidiary ceme
tery') are located in ]ambudvipa (13). 

(Name of places corresponding to these places of pilgrimage is as follows:) 
(1) p<itha: a. Puri:iagiri b. Jalandhara c. Oc;liyana d. Arbuda (14) 
(2) upapitha: a. Godavari b. Ramesvari c. Devikota d. Maiava (15) 
(3) k$etra: a. Kamarupa b. Oc;lra 
(4) upak$etra: a. Trisakuni b. Kosala (16) 
(5) chandoha: a. Kali:Iiga b. Larilpaka 
(6) upacchandoha: a. Kafici b. Himalaya (17) 
(7) melapaka: a. Pretadhivasini b. Grhadevata 
(8) upamelapaka: a. Saura~tra b. Svar:r:iadvipa (18) 
(9) smasiina: a. Pataliputra b. Sindhu 
(10) upasmasiina a. Maru b. Kulata (19) 

Thus, the external pithas (bahyapitha) are told; the internal (adhyiitma
pitha) is said to be (the pitha which exists in) the body. It is said that the 
'abode' of a vein in one's own body has the name pitha (20). Its form has 
the aspect of a deity, (viz. a diikini); for this reason, it is established as the 
internal (Pitha). For this reason, the body consists of the 'lump' of them; 
he (who has this body) is equal to (the aggregate of) all the buddhas (21). 

pitha is the (first) stage (of bodhisattvas called) Pramuditii ('joyful'). 
upapitha is (the second stage) Vimala ('immaculate'). 
k~etra is the (third) stage Prabhakari ('radiant'). 
upak$etra is (the fourth stage) Arci~mati ('flaming') (22). 
chandoha is (the sixth stage) Abhimukhi ('confronted'). 
upacchandoha is (the fifth stage) Sudurjayii ('invincible'). 
meliipaka is (the seventh stage) Durangama ('far-going'). 
upameliipaka is (the eighth stage) Acalii ('immovable') (23). 

(49) S. Tsuda, The Sarhvarodaya-tantra Selected Chapters, p. 104 £. 
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smascina is (the ninth stage) Scidhumati ('successful'). 
upasmascina is (the tenth stage) Dharmamegha ('the cloud of truth'). 

I will speak of the purification of pithas and so on ( , that is, the 
ten) stages (of bodhisattvas) in due order (24). 
By resorting to (the places of) pithas or upapitas, one can become stain
less. Wandering (amid these places) and observing (their) features, he 
will become wise and be free from imaginary ideas (25)."< 50 > 

In the correspondence of ten pithas and the ten stages of bodhisattvas 
(~iil+j;-fu), and especially in the last part of this passage (verses 22,-,25), we 
can discern the original image of 'the theory of external pithas'. Practicers 
are imagined to have done pilgrimage from one pitha to another with the 
consciousness that they were walking through the Mahayanic process of purify
ing mind by degrees, if symbolically. Pilgrimage itself was their aim. Accord
ing to the Mahayanic ideal, they hoped to be able to purify themselves 
through pilgrimage. At the same time, according to the Tantric ideal, they 
hoped to be able to personally testify to the Tantric formula of attaining 
perfection (siddhi ~j;-fu) quickly through the Mahayanic idea of performing 
difficult deeds. Thus, the followers of the Sarhvarodaya-tantra came to be 
alternating practicers of both pilgrimage and meditation. 

However, this Mahayanic idea of going on pilgrimage to 'external pithas', 
though already a deed symbolic of the Mahayanic performance of "difficult 
deed" (dulJ,kara IH'T) in its true sense of the word, was almost simultaneously 
replaced with the Tantric idea of 'internal pithas' as is shown in the following 
passage found in chapter 7 of the same text: 

athatalJ, sarhpravak.yylimi naiJ,ieakra yathakramam / 
dV,asaptatisahasraJJ,i nliiJ,i dehanugii bhavet //I// 
nliiJ,ika upaniiiJ,inarh tasarh sathanasamasritiilJ, / 
virhsottatasatam ncima nciiJ,ipriidhiinyam ueyate //2// 
niiiJ,isthiinan ea· pi than ea eaturvirhsatprama1J,ataf:t / 
te~iirh madhye trayo niiiJ,ya iisrayanti ea sarvagalJ, //3// 
pulliramalaye sirasi nakhadantavaha sthita / 
jalandharasikhasthane kesaromasamavaha //4// 
oiJ,iyiine dak~i'JJ,e kar1J,e nciiJ,i tvanmalaviihini / 
arbude Pnthavarhse tu niiiJ,i pisitavahini //5// 
godcivariv.iimakar1J,e nliiJ,i snliyuvahini / 
ramesvare bhruvo madhye asthi vahati sarvadii //6// 
deviko,te sthitii cak~au niiiJ,i bukkav:ahini / 
miilave skandhadvayasthiine naiJ,i hr:dayaviihini //7 // 
kiimarukak.rayolJ, sthane eak~ur vahati sarvada / 

(50) Tsuda, ibid. p. 271 f. For the pitha theory of the Samvarodaya-tantra, see S. Tsuda, 
Theory of fitha in the Samvara Literature (I), Buzan Gakuho, No. 16, 1971. 
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aiuJ,re stanayugale niiq.,i p,ittavahii sadii //8// 
niibhau stisakunisarhsthiine niiiJ,i phupphusiivahii / 

kosale niisikiigre tu antramiiliivahii sthitii //9 // 
mukhasthiine kali1ige tu gudavartiJ:i sadii sthitii / 
lariip,iike kar:i,,thadese tu niiiJ,y udaravahii sadii // I O // 
kiincihrdayasthane tu niirJ,i viij,'viihini / 
himiilaye meiJ,hrasthiine niiiJ,i simiintamadhyagii // 11 // 
pretadhivasinilinge niiiJ,i sle~maviihini / 
grhadevatagudasthiine samiinyarh puyaviihini //12// 
saurat~ra uruyugale sor:i,itan ea sadii vahii / 

suvarr:i,advipe jarhghiisthiine naiJ,i prasvedaviihini // I 3 // 
nagare padiingulau jneya naiJ,i medavahii sadii / 

sindhau padapr~thasthiine asru vahati rup,ir:i,i //14// 
mariiv angu~thayoJ:i sthiine khetarh vahati sarvadii / 
kulatiijanudvayol-J, sthitvii balasarhhiinavahini // I 5 //'50 

"Now, I will explain the circle of veins in due order. Veins circulat
ing in the body are seventy-two thousand (1). 
Veins rely on the abodes of these subsidiary veins. One hundred and 
twenty (veins) are said to be the principal veins (2). 
The abode of veins, (that is,) 'the seats' (Pitha) are twenty-four in number; 
in the middle of them dwell three veins; they are omnipresent (3). 

In Pulliramalaya, (that is,) the head exists (a vein) flowing through 
fingernails and teeth. In the abode of the top of the head, (that is,) 
Jiilandhara, there exists (a vein which) flows through the hair of the 
head and body (4). 
In OiJ,iyiina, (that is,) the right ear, a vein flows through the skin and 
dirt; and in Arbuda, (that is,) the back-bone, a vein flows through the 
flesh (5). 
In Godiivari, (that is,) the left ear, a vein flows through ·the muscle. 
Among the eyebrows, (that is,) Riimesvara, (a vein) always flows through 
bones (6). 
A vein existing in Devikota, (that is,) the eyes flows through the liver. 
In Miilava, (that is,) the abode of both shoulders is the vein flowing 
through the heart (7). 
In the abode of Kiimaru, (that is,) the two armpits, (a vein) always flows 
through the eyes. In OiJ,ra, (that is,) the two breasts a vein always conveys 
bile (8). 
In the navel, (that is,) the abode of Trisakuni, a vein flows through the 
lungs. In Kosala, (that is,) the top of the nose exists a vein flowing 
through the wreath of entrails (9). 
In the abode of mouth, (that is,) Kali1iga, always exists (a vein) moving 

(51) S. Tsuda, The Sarhvarodaya-tantra Selected Chapters, p. 93 f. 
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in the rectum. In Larhpaka, that is, the abode of the throat, the vein is 
always flowing through the stomach (10). 
In Kiifici, the abode of the heart, a vein conveys faeces. In Himalaya, the 
abode of penis; a vein goes to the middle of the parting of the hair (11). 
In Pretlidhivasini, (that is,) the linga, the vein conveys phlegm. In the 
abode of rectum, (that is,) Grhadevatii is (a vein) always conveying puru
lent matter (12). 
In Saura1tra, (that is,) the both thighs a vein always conveys blood. 
In Suvan:zadvipa, (that is,) the abode of the shank, a vein conveys sweat 
(13). 
In N agara, (that is,) the toe, a vein is known to be always conveying fat. 
In Sindhu, the abode of the instep, (the vein) Rupi1J,i conveys tears (14). 
In Martt, the abode of both thumbs, a vein conveys phlegm at all times. 
Existing in Kulatii, (that is,) the two knees, (a vein) always conveys snivel 
(15)."(52) 

Here, the correspondence between each of twenty~four pithas, that is, 
twenty-four parts of the body and twenty-four humours or internal organs 
is shown. We can reconstruct the idea of 'the internal pithas' on the basis- of 
verses 20 and 21 of above-mentioned chapter 9 as follows: · 

'Internal pzthas' are abodes of veins (naiJ,isthiina, VII.3.) as· 'external 
pithas' are abode of dakinis. They are twenty-four parts of a body such as 
"the head" corresponding to the external pitha Pulliramalaya (VII.4.) etc .. 
There are twenty-four veins. (nii<l,i) which rely on these internal pithas such as 
"(a vein) flowing through fingernails and teeth" (nakhadantavaha, VII.4.) etc .. 
These veins (narJ,i) are regarded as deities (devatii, IX.21:), that is·, <l,akinis. 
A niief,i is nothing other than a <l,iikini as is shown exceptionally in the case 
of Rupi1J,,i (VII.14.). A human body is composed of these twenty-four 'internal 
pithas" such as "the head" (VII.4.) etc. as the world, that is, the ]ambudvipa 
in this case, is composed of twenty-four 'external pithal i.e. twenty-four coun
tries such as Pulliramalaya etc. . An 'internal pitha' is existent as long as it 
is an abode of a vein. A vein in turn is existent as long as it conveys a 
humour in it or it flows in an internal organ. Therefore, if one makes twenty
four veins of one's own body active, through yogic practice of making each 
of humours flow through the corresponding veins or each of veins flow through 
the corresponding internal organs, he transforms his body into an aggregate 
of internal pithas or an aggregate of <l,iikinis, a homologous miniaturization 
of the world as an aggregate of external p-ithas or an aggregate of <l,akinis 
(<l,akinijiila). Thus, he can unite himself with the ultimate reality on the basis 
of the Tantric logic of symbolism. 

(52) Tsuda, ibid. p. 260 £. 
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ii. The Structure of the Sarhvara-ma7J,rJ,ala 

The theory of internal pithas is brought to completion in the Vajraq,iika

tantra which succeeds to the pit ha theory of the Sarhputodbhava-tantra. c53) 

We would like to show the latter half of chapter 14 of the VajrarJ,,iika-tantra, 

the first half of which corresponds with the last part of kalpa II. prakara7J,a 1 

of the Sarhputodbhava-tantra and shows the correspondence between each of 

twenty-four external pithas and twenty-four internal pithas: 

e.yu sthane.yu yafJ, kanyii niirJ,irupena sarhsthitiif:,, / 

ity aha bhagav.iin vajri vajraq,,akaf:,, yathiiparam //14// 

sarvavirasamayogarJ,.akinifiilasarhvaram / 

kathayami samasena tan me nigaditarh S'f'JJ,-U //15// 
pulliramalaye khaJJ,rJ,akapalinaf:,, praca7J,rJ,ii nakhadantiivahii / 

jarandhare mahakarhkiilacaJJ,cJ,,ak~i kesaromiivahii // 16 // 

od,iy.ane karhk.alaprabhiivati tvanmaliivahii / 

arbude vikatadarh.ytriJJ,ii mahaniis.ii pisitiivahii I pitha // 17 // 
godavaryarh suravairi7J,aviramati nahiiruhii vahati sarvad:a / 

riimesvare amitabhakharpari asthimalavahii //18// 
d'evikote vajraprabhalankesvari bukkarh vahati nityasafJ, / 

malave vajrad'ehadrumacchiiya hrd'ma7J,rJ,alavahii //19// 
ity evarh kathitan devi cittacakrasya khecari 

samiipattyii vyavasthitii //20// 
kiimarupe ankurika-airiivati cak.yur vahati sii nityam / 

orJ,re vajrajatilamahiibhairavii pittiivahii prak'irtitii / kJetra //21 // 
trisakunau mahiiviravayuvegii sii phupphusavahii / 

kosale vajrahurhkiirasuriibhak.yi antramiilavahii / upak~etra //22// 
kalinge subhadrasyiimadevi parsvatas tu samiikhyatii / 

larhpake vajrabhadrasubhadrii udaram vahati garddabhi / chandoha 

//23// 
klincyiirh bhairavahayakarJJ,,ii vi.ytavaha prakirtitii / 

himiilaye virupiik.yakhagananii simiintasya madhyagii vyavasthita / 

upacchandoha //24// 
viikcakrasya bhucari samiipattyii vyavasthitii //25// 
pretadhiv,iisini mahiibalacakravegii slermarh vahati sarvadii / 

grhadevatiiyiirh ratnavajrakhaJJ,rJ,arohii puyarh vahati nityasa'IJ, //26// 
saura.ytre hayagrivasau7J,rJ,ini raktavahii prakirtitii / 

suvar7J,advipe iikiisagarbhacakravarmiJJ,i prasvedavahii tathii / 

melapakopameliipakam • matam //27 // 
nagare mariirisuvira medavahii / 

sindhudese padmanartesvaramahiibala asru vahati nityasa~i smasiina 

//28// 
(53) For the pitha theory of the Samputodbhava-tantra, see S. Tsuda, Theory of Pitha in the 

Samvara Literature (II), Buzan Gakuho, No. 17 -18, 1973. 
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marau vairocanacakravartini khet,avaha prakirtita / 
kulatayarh vajrasattvamahavirya balasirhhanavahini / upasmasana 
ll29II 
kayacakrasya bahyap,atiilavasini samapattyii vyavasthitii 113011 
ity iiha bhagavan vajri vajrasattvas tathagatafJ, / 
sarva<J,akinisamiiyogavajra<J,iika!J, pararh sukham II 3 l /j<54l 

"'In these places (of pilgrimage), the girls are abiding in the forms of 
veins.' Thus said the Reverend Lord, the holder of an adamant, 
Vajrac;laka. 

'I will tell you summarily the supreme pleasure (sarhvara) (which is 
to be realized) in the group of <J,,akinis perfectly united with all the heroes. 
Listen to what is said by me (15). 

In Phulliramalaya, · there exists Pracai:tc;la, (the consort) of Khai:tc;la
kapalin, flowing through fingernails and teeth. 

In ]iilandhara, there exists Ca]);c;l.ak~i (united) with Mahakamkala 
flowing through the hair of the head and body (16). 

In O<J,iyiina, Prabhavati (united) with Kamkala flows through the skin 
and dirt. 

In A rbuda, Mahanasa, together with VikatadamHrin flows through 
the flesh. (These four places, are) pithas (17). 

In Godavari, Viramati (united) with Suravairii:ta always flows through 
naharuha (?). 

In Riimesvara, Kharpari (united) with Amitabha flows through the 
wreath of bones (18). 

In Devikota, La:rikesvari (united) with Vajraprabha flows through the 
liver. 

In Malava) Drumacchaya (united) with Vajradeha flows through the 
mar;,<J,ala of the heart (19). 

Thus what was said is, 0 Goddess, the aerial girls, who are belonging 
to the wheel of mind, abiding in union (with their male partners) (20). 

In Kiimarupa, Airavati (united) with A:rikurika exists. (As a vein), 
she always flows through the eyes. 

In O<J,ra, there exists. Mahabhairava (united) with Vajrajatila. She is 
said to be (the vein) conveying bile. (These two are) k,$etras (21) 

In Trisakuni, there exists Vayuvega (united) with Mahavira. (As a 
vein) she flows through the lungs. 

In Kosala, there exists Surabhak~i, (united) with Vajrahumkara, flow
ing through the wreath of entrails. (These are) upak.yetras (22). 

In Kalinga, there exists Syamadevi (united) with Subhadra. (She is) 
said to be (the vein flowing) through the place of the ribs. 

In Larhpiika, there exists Subhadra (united) with Vajrabhadra. (As a 
(54) For the Sanskrit text of the Vajra<J,aka-tantra, see S. Tsuda, Theory of Pitha in the 

Samvara Literature, Buzan Gakuho, No. 17-18. 
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vein, she is) Garddabhi flowing through the stomach. (These are) chando

has (23). 
In Kafici, there exists Hayakan,1a (united) with Bhairava. (She is) 

said to be (the vein) conveying faeces. 

In Himalaya, there exists Khaganana, (united) with Virupak~a, going 

to the middle of the parting of the hair. (These are) upacchandohas (24). 

(Thus) exist girls inhabiting on the earth (bhucari), who are belong

ing to the wheel of speech, being in union (with their male partners) (25). 

In Pretadhivasin, there exists Cakravega (united) with Mahabala. She 

always conveys phlegm. 

In Grhadevata, there exists Kha:g.c;laroha (united) with Ratnavajra. 

She always conveys purulent matter (26). 

In Saurli,~tra, there exists Sau:gc;lini (united) with Hayagriva. (She is) 

said to be (the vein) conveying blood. 

In Suvar'(ladvipa, there exists Cakravarmi:gi, (united) with .Akasa

garbha, conveying sweat. (These are) melapakas and upamelapakas (27). 

In Nagara, there exists Suvira, (united) with Marari, conveying fat. 

In Sindhu, There exists Mahabala (united) with Padmanartesvara. 

(As a vein, she) always conveys tears. (These are) smasiinas (28). 

In Maru, there exists Cakravartini (united) with Vairocana. (She is) 

said to be (the vein) conveying phlegm. 

In Kulata, there exists Mahavirya, (united) with Vajrasattva, convey

ing snivel. (These are) upasmasanas (29). 

(Thus) exist girls inhabiting in the outer (of the _three layers consti

tuting the outer circle of the ma'(ld,al'a, that is), the region under the earth, 

who are belonging to the wheel of body, abiding in union (with their 

male partners) (30).' 

Thus, said the Reverend Lord, the holder of an adamant, the Adarnantine

being, tathagata, Vajrac;laka in perfect union with all the d,akinis, the Supreme 

Pleasure." 

In this passage, we find all the elements constituting the outer circle of 

the Sarhvara-ma'(l,d,ala of sixty-two deities, the names and positions of which 

are as follows: 

I. The Inner Circle. 

1. Heruka 2. Va jravarahi 

3. :Qakini 
4. Lama 
5. Kha:gc;laloha 
6. Rupi:gi 

the pericarp of the central lotus 

the east petal of the central lotus 
the south petal 
the west petal 
the north petal 
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II. The Outer Circle. 

1. I)akinis in the Sky. The Wheel of Mind (the inner layer). 

7. KhaI_J.c;lakapala 8. PracaI_J.c;la east spoke (PhulHramalaya) 
9. Mahakankala 10. CaI_J.c;lak~i north spoke (Jalandhara) 

11. Kankala 12. Prabhavati west spoke (Oc;liyana) 
13. Vikatadam~tra 14. Mahanasa south spoke (Arbuda) 
15. SuravairiI_J.a 16. Viramati southeast spoke (Godavari) 
17. Amitabha 18. Kharpari southwest spoke (Ramesvara) 
19. Vajraprabha 20. Lankesvari northwest spoke (Devikota) 
21. Vajradeha 22. Drumacchaya northeast spoke (Ma.lava) 

ii. I)iikinis on the Earth. The Wheel of Speech (the middle 
layer). 

23. Ankurika 24. Airavati east spoke (Kamariipa) 
25. Vajrajatila 26. Mahabhairavi north spoke (Oc;lra) 
27. Mahabala 28. Vayuvega west spoke (Trisakuni) 
29· Va jrah iirilkara 30. Surabhak~i south spoke (Kosala) 
31. Subhadra 32. Syamadevi southeast spoke (Kalinga) 
33. Va jrabhadra 34. Subhadra southwest spoke (Larhpaka) 
35. Mahabhairava 36. Hayakan;ia northwest spoke (Kafici) 
37. Virupak~a 38. Khaganana northeast spoke (Himalaya) 

iii. I)iikinis under the Earth. The Wheel of Body (the outer layer). 
39. Mahabala 40. Cakravega east spoke (Pretapuri) 
41. Ratnavajra 42. KhaI_lc;laroha north spoke (Grhadevata) 
43. Hayagriva 44. SauI_J.c;lini west spoke (Saura~tra) 
45. Akasagarbha 46. CakravarmiI_J.i south spoke (SuvarI_J.advipa) 
47. Heruka 48. Suvira southeast spoke (N agara) 
49. Padmanartesvara 50. Mahabala southwest (Sindhu) 
51. Vairocana 52. Cakravartini northwest (Maru) 
53. Va jrasattva 54. Mahavirya northeast (Kulata) 

III. Guardians. 

55. Kakasya east gate 
56. Uliikasya north gate 
57. Svanasya west gate 
58. Sukarasya south gate . 
59. Yamadglhi southeast corner 
60. Yamaduti southwest corner 
61. Yamadaril~tri northwest corner 
62. Yamamathani northeast corner 

The Sarhvara-ma1J,cJ,ala thus completes itself by incorpolating twenty-four 
q,iikinis each of which are united with their male partners (i/,,iikas). We should 
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describe it the most properly by overlapping the three mm:uJ,alas of the body, 
speech and mind described separately in chapter four, five and six of the 
Abhidhanottarottara-tantra which follows the Vajraq,aka-tantra as follows: 

0 

0 

The Sainvara-ma7:qala of sixty-two deities 

0 

0 
East 

Fig. 5 

0 

0 

These d,akas or heroes (vira) constituting the outer circle of the Sarhvara
ma1J,,dala were originally pilgrims in the process of purifying themselves. 
Therefore, the outer circle composed of three layers is the region which 
corresponds to the outer nine layers of the ma1J,dala of the Vairocanabhi
sarhbodhi-sutra (fig. I) or the outer circle (B) of fig. 2 which is the region of 
people who are on the process of accumulating merits. 

The inner circle of the ma1J,{j,ala of the Vairocaniibhisarhbodhi-siltra was 

adopted by the Vajradhiitu-ma1J,dala of the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra (see fig. 2). 
The Hevajra-tantra adopted the Vajradhatu-ma1J,dala replacing the five families 
of the former with five yoginis. The inner circle of the Sarhvara-ma1J,Q,ala is 
simply the ma1J,dala of the Hevajra-tantra; and now we find that the outer 
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The MatJ,gala of 
the Vairocanabhisambodhi-sutra 

~ 

The Vajradhatu-matJ,gala of 
the Tattvasamgraha-tantra 

I 
Pad. 

Rat. 88 
Vajr. 

8 
CaQq. 8 Raj. 

J;)om. 

Yoginz-cakra of 
the H evajra-tantra 

~he Sanwara-ma1J,gala of 
sixty-two deities 

Fig. 6 
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circle of the maJJ,cJ,ala of the Vairocanabhisarhbodhi-sutra which had been re
jected by the Tattvasarhgraha-tantra was restored here as the outer circle of 
the Sarhvara-maJJ,cJ,'ala (fig. 6). 
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In the Sarhvara-ma?J,cJ,ala, the inner circle is the ma?J,cJ,ala of the religion 
of sitting meditator~ ar;td the outer circle is the ma?J,.cJ,ala of the religion of 
pilgrims. The form of the Sarhvara-ma?J,cJ,ala apparently suggests that the two 
antithetical elements of Tantric Buddhism, viz. the Mahayanic ideal of difficult 
deeds and the Tantric logic of the quick attainment of enlightenment were 
successfully synthesized in the religion of the Sarhvara literature. In order to 
judge whether this assumption is correct or not, we must examine the structure 
of the Sarhvara-ma?J,cJ,ala once again. 

iii. The 'Critical' Character of the Sarhvara Tantrism 

The outer circle of the Sarhvara-ma?J,,cJ,ala had not been formed before the 
theory of the internal pithas was completed. The aggregate of twenty-four 
cJ,akinis united with twenty four (j,iikas was a complete world in itself. It had 
ceased to be the ma?J,.cJ,ala of pilgrims when it was incorporated into the ma?J,
cJ,ala of the Sarhvarodaya-tantra composed of fourteen deities which was essen
tially the same as that of the Hevajra-tantra of sixteen deities. Therefore, the 
outer and the inner circles of Sarhvara-ma?J,cJ,ala represent two different ma?J,
(j,'alas of the religion of meditators which can function independently. This 
ma?J,,cJ,'ala itself does not necessarily show that the two antithetical elements of 
Tantric Buddhism, viz. the Mahayanic ideal of accumulating merits and the 
Tantric logic of yoga were successfully synthesized within it. 

However, it has become apparent that the true problem does not exist in 
the fact that these two elements were synthesized. In reality, they did not 
have to be synthesized at all. Now it is apparent that the problem consists 
in the fact that the followers of the Sarhvara Tantrism, who were essentially 
Tantrists, retaining the Mahayanic idea of the truth adopted from the fourth 
consecration of the Hevajra-tantra, rejected the Mahayanic practice needed 
for realizing the Mahayanic truth. 

The idea of the fourth consecration, which teaches the Mahayanic idea 
of the truth, was accepted in the Sarhvara Tantrism at all times. In the 
Tattvasarhgraha-tantra, there were no methaphysical or philosophical argu
ments about the ahstruct truth discussed. Arguments of this kind were not 
necessary for the followers of the tantra as they could unite themselves with 
the truth itself instantly. In the Hevajra-tantra, there is an independent 
chapter which argues about the nature of truth, viz. TattvapatalalJ, pancamalJ,. 
However, its contents were not the arguments about abstract, philosophical 
problems as we can see it from the passage we quoted above (see p. 209). In 
the Sarhvara literature, each text has an independent chapter about the nature 
of truth, such as chapter 29 of the Sarhvarodaya-tantra: Tattvanirdesa-patala, 
chapter 69 of the Abhidhiinottarottara-tantra: Tattvapatala, kalpa II, pra
kara?J,a i of the Sarhputodbhava-tantra: Nirakiink.yatattvopade.fobhiivanii-pra
kara?J,a, the first chapter of the VajracJ,iika-tantra: Paramatattviivalokavi~ayiiva-
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tiirajfili,na-patala etc. in which it attempts to express the truth itself with 
words. 

· This tendency in the Sarhvara literature of betraying Tantrism may ,be 
symbolically indicated with following quotations: one is from abovementioned 
chapter of the Sarhvarodaya-tantra (abbrev. SU) and the other from above
mentioned prakara?J,a of the Sarhputodbhava-tantra. These were referred to 
by Bu ston in his abovementioned work together with the quotation from the 
Hevajra-tantra we have discussed (see p. 215) as the contents of the fourth 
consecration. The passage from the Sarhvarodaya-tantra is as follows (SU. 
XXIX.): (55) 

nzruparhkrtam anandalJ, svayambhur udayati asau / 
tathacittatayli cittam ekavisviivabodhakam //10// 
bhavabhavavivekatiivirahito yatra svayarh rajate / 
siindranandamayalJ, prabodhamahim.ii vyomantaravyiipakal;, / 
niiniikiiravis,iiri nirmalatayiidarsasuphrad ma?J,t],alam / 
priiyalJ, sarvasukhiilayalJ, sa sahajiinandas caturthakyayii // 11 // 
niitra prajfia na copiiyah, samyaktattviivabodhakalJ, / 
yoginyalJ, kalpaniilJ, sarvii ma?J,iJ,alarh bhuvanatrayam //12// 

"And likewise, (this sarhvara, the supreme pleasure as the ultimate 
reality) is not the spiritual being and (at the same time) is the spirit 
itself. It is the complete one who awakens (10). 

Here, (in the supreme pleasure, the Lord Heruka,) who is free from 
diffusive imaginations as to whether he exists or does not exist, shines 
forth of himself. He is composed of intense pleasure, great in making 
people awaken and spreading throughout the entire sky. He is (at the 
same time nothing other than) the ma1;,d,ala which is making various kinds 
of appearances and shining like a mirror because of its stainlessness. In 
short, he (the Lord Heruka) is the abode of all the pleasures and is, in 
the fourth name, the innate joy (11). 

Here, there is neither prajfia nor up-aya. He makes (living beings) 
awaken to the right truth. All the diffusive imaginations are (nothing 
other than all) the yoginis (situated in this ma?J,iJ,ala). The three worlds 
are nothing other than the ma?J,iJ,ala (12.)" 

The quotation from the Sarhputodbhava-tantra (SPU.II.i.) is: 

svasarhvedyarh bhaved jfiiinarh parasarhvittivarjitam / 
khasamarh virajarh sunyarh bhiiviibhiiviitmakarh param //41// 
prajnopiiyasarhbhutarh riigaviriigamisritam / 
sa eva pra?J,iniirh prii?J,alJ, sa eva paramiik$aralJ, //42// 

(55) For this passage, see S. Tsuda, "Tattvanirdesa-patala" of the Samvarodaya-tantra: San
skrit Text and Japanese Translation, Bukkyo-Gaku, Vol. I, 1976. 
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sarvavyplipi sa evlisau sa eva tu sriheruka!J, / 

bhifoabhavau tadudbhutav anyani yani tani ea //43// 

"The wisdom (which is the mind of enlightenment) is recognizable 
only by one's self. It it free from perception by others. It is equal to 
the empty sky, free from dust (of passion) and is essenceless. It is of the 
essence of existence and (at the same time) of non-existence ( 41). 

It has originated from prajfiii and upaya (united indivisibly). It is the 
mixture of desire and non-desire. It is the vital air of all living beings. 
It is the highest letter (Orh) (42). 

It is pervading the whole (universe). It is nothing other than the 
auspicious Heruka. From it, (all the) existence and non-existence have 
originated, and (all) other things (have originated) (43)." 

These truths obviously claim themselves to be placed higher than the 
state realized through the Tantric practice of yoga. Though they should have 
been realized through nothing other than the Mahayanic practice of pilgrim
age, still the followers of the Sarhvara Tantrism relinquished the practice. 

In the Hevajra-tantra, the Tantric logic of symbolism was betrayed by 
the Mahayanic idea of the truth which is to be realized through difficult 
deeds. The followers of the Sarhvarodaya-tantra in their turn took revenge 
on the Mahayanic tendency replacing the practice of pilgrimage to external 
pi(has with the yogic practice based on the theory of the internal pithas; 
but, they did it too carelessly and too hastily. 

After the theory of internal pi(has was established, they substituted the 
yogic practice of making humours circulate within the body for the Mahayanic 
practice of doing the pilgrimage along the lengthy path of the three great 
uncountable aeons, or at least for going on pilgrimage all over the Indian 
subcontinent, though pilgrimage itself was already a deed symbolizing the 
former. The pilgrim, who being urged by the fourth consecration of the 
Hevajra-tantra had once started on a pilgrimage, resigned his pilgrimage 
too easily and returned to the state of a yogin sitting without any relation 
to the outer world. When he resigned pilgrimage, he had not settled the 
pending question set by the Hevajra-tantra. They should not have attempted 
to solve this question through the Tantric logic; they should not have made 
the practice of pilgrimage internal. In doing so, however, they crushed the 
Mahayanic practice which was needed to realize the truth shown in the fourth 
consecration. 

Here, we find that a new aspect of the 'critical' or precarious character 
of Tantric Buddhism presents itself in the Sarhvara Tantrism. The followers 
of Sarhvara Tantrism were entertaining the Mahayanic idea of truth, which is 
to be realized only through the Mahayanic practice of accumulating merits 
over the unimaginably long period of the three great uncountable aeons; still 
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they engaged in the Tantric practice which is not valid for realizing the 
Mahayanic idea of the truth expressed in such maxims as were quoted above. 

The 'crisis' of the Sarhvara Tantrism lies in the fact that the Mahayanic 
ideal makes the Tantric logic of yoga and the Tantric practices based on it 
only metaphorical or conventional; and the Tantric practice in turn makes 
the Mahayanic ideal end only in an empty talk. 

The 'crisis' innate within the Sarhvara Tantrism shuold have been con
densed to its critical point of explosion and developed thereby a new, revolu
tionary system of Tantric Buddhism. I have no way to determine whether it 
occured at all or how it occured as my knowledge about Tantrism does not 
go any further. Therefore, I can only surmize that the general decline of 
Buddhism at the time indicates that the critical point of explosion was never 
reached. It would seem that there were no new system developed within the 
Tantric Buddhism of India which surpassed the Buddhism of smasiina, viz. 
the Hevajra-tantra and the subsequent tantras of the Sarhvara literature in 
their vitality. 

(56) Forthis passage, see S. Tsuda, The Rite of Consecration in the Samputodbhava-tantra, 
Studies in Buddhist Thought abovementioned (Note 45). 




